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Fancy Farm politics will add to weekend heat
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
FANCY FARM, Ky. — This
Saturday will be hot. And not just the
weather. There will be partisan political
speaking and plenty of barbecue.
Welcome to the 127th installment of
the annual Fancy Farm Picnic on the
grounds of Si Jerome Catholic Church.
From the top of the statewide ticket
with incumbent Gov. Ernie Fletcher
and his Democratic opponent Steve
Beshear all the way down to the agriculture commissioner race with incum-

-411111 bent Richie Farmer
and his opponent
David Lynn Williams,
a Democrat, Fancy
Farm Picnic political
committee co-chair
Mark Wilson and his
wife, Lori, have a
lengthy list of speakers.
Also expect to hear
Fletcher
from lieutenant governor candidates Robbie Rudolph, a
Murray businessman, and Dan

state
Mongiardo.
Treasurer Jonathan
Miller, who also chairs
the
Kentucky
Democrat Party, and
the two vying for his
post — Democrat
Todd Hollenbach and
Republican Melinda
Wheeler; _ attorney
general' - - hopefuls
Beshear
Democrat
Jack
Conway and Republican Stan Lee;
Secretary of State Trey Grayson and

,
Bruce Hendrickson, the Democratic House counterpart Jody Richards medicandidate in that race; state Auditor ated the on-stage banter last year.
Critt Luallen and her Republican oppo"We have a full plate, just like they
nent Linda Greenwell; and Attorney are going to have up at the Knights of
General Greg Stumbo, who is interest- Columbus for dinner," Wilson said,
ed in a U.S. Sentate run.
alluding to the home-cooked meals that
Then there will be U.S. Sen. Mitch will be served started at it a.m.
McConnell and U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield Saturday. "This is probably going to be
as well as state Sen. Ken Winters, P. the largest crowd we've had since
Murray, and Rep. Fred Nester, D- 2003, the last election cycle that had all
Mayfield.
--these statewide races." •
The partisan jabs are likely to conSpecifically, Wilson expects at least
tinue with state Senate President David
Williams serving as emcee after his III See Page 2A

A SHINING EXAMPLE

Little rain, high
temps keep
hurting crops

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger A. Times
David Whitney of DW Welding on Pottertown Road worked Tuesday to clean and butt the long and large brass railings at
Murray's First Baptist Church on Fourth Street. Whitney said the pieces were coming exceptionally clean but were requiring
time and work

Drivers beware as schools resume
Special to the Ledger
With students heading back
to school in most locations
across Western Kentucky over
the next two weeks, the
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet (KYTC) is reminding
drivers to use extreme caution
once school buses return to local
roads.
"We cannot over emphasize
how important it is for motorists
to watch out for stopped school
buses." said Secretary Bill
Nighbert. "There is always an
adjustment period for drivers
when classes resume, as they get
used to school bus routes and
stops that haven't been their for
the past few months. Dhvers
need to be extremely attentive as
they share the road with school

buses."
Kentucky law requires all
traffic, both oncoming and following, to stop for a school bus
loading or unloading passengers
when the bus' stop sign is
extended and its red flashers are
on. The only exception is for
four-lane divided highways,
where oncoming traffic is not
required to stop. Modern school
buses are also equipped with
yellow flashers that serve to
warn following or oncoming
drivers that a stop is imminent.
"Our law enforcement officials and judicial system take
violations of this law very seriously." said Tim Hazlette, who
is chairman of the Governor's
Executive
Committee
on
Safety
Highway
and

Commissioner
of
the buses are running. This is
Transportation
Cabinet's especially important during the
Department of Transportation mornings when darkness and
Safety. "By being observant. weather conditions can make
drivers _pot only help keep our buses and students less visible,"
schoolChildren safe, but they added Deputy Secretary of
save themselves the cost and Transportation Crystal Ducker.
inconvenience of an expensive
Drivers who are familiar
traffic citation."
with school bus stops along their
Many mornings during the normal routes should not count
first few weeks of school are on that familiarity, as the locafoggy. and the sun rises later tion of these stops may change
each day as the days get shorter. from time to
time. The
These factors can combine to Transportation Cabinet places
reduce
visibility on tits some signs alerting drivers to
Commonwealth's school bus the location of school bus stops
routes.
along state-maintained high"The strongest piece of ways, but not all stops are
advice we can give drivers is to marked.
slow down and allow yourself
Students who live in urban
more time to get to your destination if you are traveling while

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Lack of rainfall in Calloway County and western Kentucky —
accompanied by temperatures around 100 degrees — is expected to
continue during the next 10 days, wilting crops and wreaking havoc
on the area's agricultural economy this season.
Fanner Donnie Overbey said
Wednesday that drought condi- Ag experts: Livestock will
tions and damage to the family's be at risk of heat stress
corn, soybeans and other crops
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
is the worst he's seen in years University of Kentucky agriculand if any rain does fall it may tural experts say livestock will
be in danger of heat stress for
be too little, too late.
"We're severely dry," he the rest of the week as heat
said. "It's even wilting my soy- index values approach 100
beans down and I've got some degrees each day.
Hot, dry and mostly sunny
corn that even if it did rain it
probably wouldn't help. We're conditions were expected to
hurting as bad as we have hurt persist into the upcoming weekend. People with outdoor interin years and most people over
ests should take precautions to
most of the county are really protect
themselves against the
hurting bad."
effects of the heat, the UK
Todd Powell, Calloway College of Aghculture noted in
County agriculture extension its agricultural weather outlook
agent, agreed with Overbey's on as Web site.
Highs were expected to be
assessment.
"It's qurting them pretty mostty in the lower to mid-90s
bad," Powell said this morning. throughout the state through
"I've got calls about not having next Wednesday. the National
hay for the cattle and that kind Weather Service said.
of stuff. The drought is hurting the feed and everything else."
There is very little hope for a significant amount of rain any time
soon.
Robin Smith, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service
in Paducah, said this morning that scattered thunderstorms or spotty rainfall is possible, but likely will not have much of an effect on
conditions.
"There's a slight chance we'll see some showers and isolated
thunderstorms probably overnight Friday and into Saturday," Smith
said. "That would be our next chance for rain at all aside from a

•See Page 2A

II See Page 2A

Winters throws support to AG candidate Lee
Special to the Ledger
In a statement of support. State Sen. Ken
Winters.,R-Murray,
endorsed Stan Lee for
Attorney
General
Wednesday
"Western
Kentucky
needs a leader committed
to protecting Kentucky
'Amities," Winters said in a
release from the Lee campaign.
"Stan Lee has
always shown leadership
Winton
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on the issues that matter —
fighting the rampant drug
problem, protecting our
children from sexual predators, and restoring confidence to the office of
Attorney General.
"We need Stan Lee as
our next Attorney General
and I am proud to endorse
him," Winters added.
Leo
"It's an honor to have
Sen. Ken Winters endorse my campaign for

Sidewalk Sale Servings

3-DAY FORECAST
Tonight

IN

Friday

Mosey Seem

Attorney General," stated Rep. Lee, RLexington. "As Kentucky's next Attorney
General. I will continue to help our
Commonwealth move forward by protecting
families and fighting the problems that have
been neglected for too long.
—This coming weekend, while at Fancy
Farm, I am excited to have Sen. Ken
Winters by my side."
Lee will be in Murray and hold a "meet
and greet" session Friday from 7 a.m.-8 a.m,
at the Miller Annex building on Fourth
Street.

Saturday
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Up To 50% Off On Select Items
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TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times
The time and temperature sign at U.S. Bank at 12th and
Main reads temperatures passed the 100-degree mark
Wednesday afternoon. The weather forecast into next week
remains hot with no chance of rain adding to local drought
conditions and heat-illness risks.
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Ethanol producers fire
back in food vs. fuel debate
rs
JOHNSTON, Iowa (API — Ethanol produce
that
are clamonng over food industry claims
die
pnces on everything from popcorn to SOtid
for
skyrocketing because of the nsing demand
corn to make the renewable fuel.
on
Ethanol backers in Iowa focused their ire
durthe industry, particularly the popcorn market,
ing a news conference here Wednesday.
"We're here today to pop the popcorn propaganda bubble," said Monte Shaw, executive director of the Iowa Renewable Fuels Association.
- Standing in front of 11 large plastic biigs cona
taining 38.5 pounds of popcorn. Shaw claimed
a
from
directly
amount
that
buy
could
person
farmer for $5. He pointed to a bag of movie theattr popcorn on a nearby table and said it costs the
consumer just as much, if not more.
Some food companies argue that escalating
corn prices, sparked by the increasing demand for
ethanol, has forced them to raise pnces for items
containing corn, including meat and dairy products from animals that are fed the grain. It's been
dubbed the "food-versus'-flitt debate." -------- --When it comes to popcorn. Shaw said, recent
claims that movie-goers will pay 25 cents more
per bag of popcorn because of the ethanol demand
is ridiculous.
The $5 bucket of movie popcorn, he said. contains just .15 pounds of corn before popping.
Based on 9-cents-per-pound rate that farmers
made on the corn last year. that bucket contained
slightly more than a penny of popcorn, he said.
Higher corn prices means the moviegoer is getting
about 2 cents of popcorn per bucket, he said.
"It just shows that there's no way that that
small increase in the pnce of popcorn that the
farmer gets justifies the large increases that
they're talking about at the movie theater,- he
said. "And, this is true for so many other things."
For example. a six-pack-Of soda contains just 15
cents worth of corn sweeter — or about a penny a
can, said Craig Floss, chief executive officer of

AP
Paul Brees measures popcorn during a news
conference in Johnston, Iowa. Eleven bags of
popcorn were displayed to show what $5
could buy directly from a farmer, as compared
same
a large bag of movie popcorn for the
more.
or
price,
Iowa
the Iowa Corn Promotion Board and the
tion.
Associa
s
Grower
Corn
"So if your six-pack of scxia. is going up any
more than about six cents in this food-versus-fuel
cerdebate, then somebody else is profiting, and it
corn
tainly isn't the huge profits going to the Iowa
grower," he said.
the
Tracy Boever. a spokeswoman for
Amencan Pop Corn Co. in Sioux City, which
makes Jolly Time brand popcorn, said the company hasn't been blaming anyone for higher prices,
but -the fact remains that there are only so many
acres of land and the popcorn industry, along with
others, are competing for those acres."
The company's president, Garrett Smith,
the
recently told The Des Moines Register that
e
demand for corn has led to a 65 percent increas
prodin contract costs to get farmers to plant his
30 years.
uct —the highest increase he's seen in
..."The reality is that we have not raised our
ion
prices. nor do we set movie theater concess
pnces.- Boever said.
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From Front
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event
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of
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NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
• The
Heights Water District will
meet Monday at 7 p.m. at
the District Water Office
located at 351 Almo Rd.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

'-1
CJ
r7#.,
Murrray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to
y.
welcome Matt Price, M.D. to the medical communit

people to flock to Fancy Farm. a
Graves County community with
less than 2,0130 residents. The
picnic, which is free, raises
more than $200.000 for parish
activities
community
and
through Bingo and concession
sales.
And, yes, Wilson says there's
plenty of food for the masses.
Nearly 10 tons of barbecue —
that's 8,5(10 pounds of mutton
and 10,500 pounds of pork —
will he available throughout the
day. Plus there's hamburgers,
hot dogs. ice cream and other
treats.
The politicians won't be the
only ones in the spotlight.
The Food Network is planning to spend Saturday at Fancy
Farm to prepare a 30-minute
teature on the barbecue dinner
served at what's billed as the
world's largest single-day barbecue picnic.
So, with a full belly, expect
the usual heckling about all
things political. Take Fletcher
and Beshear emerging from a
crowded primary ballot to face
each other in November and
Stumbo's exploration of running

against McConnell, the state's
unofficial GOP leader.
"There will be plenty of
interest in the governor's race
and probably will be a little
chatter about the future U.S.
Senate race with McConnell
there,- Wilson said. "It will be
another interesting year, to say
the least."
As an appetizer of sorts, both
local political parties will sponsor breakfasts that will feature
their candidates and office holders. Consider it the safe warmup round.
County
Graves
The
Democratic Party will open the
doors at 7:30 a.m. at Mayfield
High School. Breakfast begins
at 8:30 a.m. with speaking to
•
follow about an hour later.
Meanwhile, the Graves
County Republican Party Willhost its breakfast at Graves
County High School. The buffet
line opens at 8 a.m. and the
speakers take the podium at 9
a.m.
Tickets for both breakfasts
will be available at the doors
Saturday morning.

of
Dr. Price comes to Murray from the University
of Calloway
Louisville School of Medicine. He is a graduate

•Little rain ...
From Front

.
County High School and Murray State University
Dr. Price and his wife Monica have two
children, Kamden (8) and
Kaitlyn (4).

In addition to pre-natal care, labor
and delivery, Dr. Price will provide
women's health services. For an
appointment, please call 270.759.9200.

MATT PRICE

M D

HAS JOINLD PRIMAR ,

CALL TODAY FOR AN
APPOINTMENT AT

(270) 759-9200
Its;

PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER
SUITE 480 WEST
MEDICAL ARTS auli DING
MURRAY, KY 42071

spotty shower here and there. There will be nothing organized at all
and the rain that we do get, if.any. will not be significant."
NWS officials are forecasting dry conditions in western
to
Kentucky for the next two weeks and temperatures are expected
remain in the mid to upper 90s through Aug. II.
According to an Associated Press report WednesdaY, some parts
of the state saw some relief from drought conditions in late July.
Rainfall across some parts of the state last week was good for crops.
but there the need for more rain is imperative, according to Tom
Pntitiy. an extension agncultural meteorologist at the University of
Kentucky.
He said last month's accumulation was only the second of the
grossing season in which the entire state saw above-average rainfall.
-That was a huge help for us, and we might see it put a dent in
the hydrologic drought.- Priddy said.
According to the latest Drought Sesenty Index. released Tuesday
by the NWS Climate Prediction Center, drought conditions in two
parts of the state have improved The Bluegrass and western
Kentucky regions both improsed ovelall from severe to moderate.
hut central Kentucky remains in moderate drought and eastern
Kentucky remains under se% ere drought conditions.
For more information about drought conditions, go online to the
National Weather Service at www.crh.noaa.gov.

▪ Drivers beware ...
OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY - FRIDAY
SAM - 8pm
SATURDAY - 8AM - 6PRI
SUNDAY - 1PM - 6PM

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

From

Front

and walk, or hike to school
should use sidewalks, and cross
streets only at designated crosswalks Although pedestrians
have the nght of way at crosswalks, they should always look
both way% before crossing a
highway, even at crosswalks
controlled by traffic lights
In the 12 westernmost counties of Kentucky served by
District One, Chief District
Engineer Jim LeFevre says
motorists should also be alert
for school zone speed redus
twos

.11rdl%

-Our 12 counties have about
43 school zones. Those zones
are marked by flashing lights
that indicate a reduced speed
limit for vehicles dunng the
hours that students are going to
and from school... LeFevre said.
"Motorists need to take note of
those school 70OeS and he aware
that children are present in the
Motorists should also
area.
take note of traffic now changes
near schools as parents drop off
or pick up youngsters at school
facilities. Our goal is to assure
the safety of everyone as classes
resume in counties across the
region."

hi
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Gov. appoints college board members

kentiickylnBriet

Military prosecutors stumble with
AP: Murray
ng
testimony in Iraq rape-slayi
State appointee
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky (API --- A soldier in prison for conspirprosy
militar
left
family
her
ing to rape an Iraqi girl and kill her and
contributed to
ecutors struggling to recover after he admitted in testimony
a Fletcher's
Wednesday to previously making false statements implicating
comrade.
Spc. James Barker testified he deliberately misled prosecutors campaigns
allowed
depending on how they posed their questions, and had
Pfc.
ated
implic
that
him
for
ents
statem
sworn
draft
to
investigators
Jesse Spielman in the cnme.
sayAs pan of his plea deal last year. Barker signed a document
racy to
ing, among other things, that Spielman was part of the conspi
r-old
attack the family and that he knew of plans to rape the I4-yea

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher appointed a
number of political donors to
boards
university
various
throughout the state Wednesday,
including the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville.
Fletcher appointed or reappointed members to the boards
that oversee Kentucky's eight
public universities, the state's
community and technical college system and Kentucky
Educational Television.
At UK. Fletcher appointed

girl last March.
y Craig
Barker als'o testified when asked by defense attorne
ntly.
differe
on
questi
same
the
s
answer
mes
Carlson that he someti
" he said.
"Not all the time, unless you guys play with the words,
court-martial
Barker's testimony on the third day of Spielman's
evidence from the
came as a blow to prosecutors who have little
photographs.
assault beyond soldiers' statements and crime scene

Kentucky participating in rail system
security project -- From a hub within a glitzy building

Charles
surgeon
retired
Sachatello of Lexington to a sixyear term on the board.
Combined. Sachatello and his
wife have contributed more than
$5,000 to Fletcher's campaigns
for governor, according to
records filed with the K'kucky
Registry of Election Finan&
of
Miles
Joe
Billy
Owensboro was reappointed to
the UK board. Miles has given
$2,000 to Fletcher's first run for
governor, and $1,000 to his reefforts. Pikeville
election
lawyer Pamela May, who gave
Fletcher $1,000 last year, also
was reappointed to the board.
Meanwhile. Fletcher reappointed Owsley Brown Frazier,
a former Brown-Forman executive, to a six-year seat on U of
L's board of trustees. Brown has
also donated to Fletcher's campaigns, including $1,000 last
year.
Dr. William Selvidge of
Simpsonville was also appoint-

•

year.
The governor also tapped;
Bowling Green car dealer James Neel Johnson to the Western
Kentucky University board of
regents. Johnson is also a political donor.
At Murray State University,:
Dr.:
appointed
Fletcher
Laxmaiah Manchikanti to a seat
on the board of regents.
Manchikiuni, the medical direcPain Paducah's
ht
tor
Management Center, and his
wife have contributed to both of
Fletcher's gubernatorial campaigns.
Fletcher also appointed Joel
Schrader. an official in the state
Homeland Security Department,
and reappointed Karen Beard, a
management consultant from
Frankfort, to the Kentucky State
board of regents. Schrader has
contributed $250 to Fletcher's
re-election campaign this year,
according to records.

ed to the U of L board. He gave
Fletcher $2,000 in his 2003
campaign and another $1,000
earlier this year, according to
records.
Fletcher also appointed forFrank
player
NFL
mer
Minnifield to the board.
Elsewhere, Fletcher reappointed Covington attorney
Martin Butler, also a donor, to
Northern Kentucky University's
board of regents.
Richmond real estate agent
Gary Abney was reappointed to
Eastern Kentucky University's
board. Abney gave Fletcher
$1,000 earlier this year, according to records.
Fletcher also reappointed
James H. Booth, president of
Czar Coal Corp., to the
Morehead State University
bodrd'of regents. Booth, according to records, has given
Fletcher $2,000 for his gubernatorial campaigns, including
$1,000.in_ 2003 and $1,000. last

•
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nt in real-time
downtown, Kentucky authorities can now pinpoi
the state by rail
h
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traveli
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and where.
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York and
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states,
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inform
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(AP) — Dozens of student-athl,
Alcoho
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Bureau
federal
the
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including the state police.
letes at two central Kentucky
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s will be asked to
dgington high school
Kentucky Homeland Security Director Alecia Webb-E
in random drug screenpart
take
chemical spills
said in emergency situations:7—.such as hazardous
ings beginning this fall.
ties on the
authOri
helps
ation
inform
such
to
access
The screens at two -Bullitt
— getting swifter
County schools are part of a
ground.
on said.
nationwide survey to examine
"We'll know exactly what's involved," Webb-Edgingt
of Louisville in whether the testing curbs drug
Earlier this year a CSX train derailed just south
that burned for use among high school students.
Bullitt County, igniting massive fires in the area
"This program is going to
their homes for
of
out
forced
were
es
days. More than a dozen famili
that the students here
prove
ment.
Li month or niiire alter the derail
aren't using drugs," said Jelin_
Goldsmith, who serves as the
district's drug-free coordinator.
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other school districts across the
ky man who state that participate in some
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found shot to form of random student drug
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probe
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Bullitt schools
begin random
drug tests on
student-athletes

Witness in vote-buying case found
shot to death

Calloway County Republican Party
Upcoming Events

Appeals court throws out $20M
award against tobacco company

"Nite 'Fore Fancy Farm" GOP Rally
& Bar-B-Que

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

Friday, Aug. 3rd
Kenlake State Resort Park Amphitheater
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Saturday, Aug. 4th
Graves County High School Cafeteria
Breakfast Served 8-9 a.m.

for Kentucky Attorney General
Murray's Historic Post Office
Corner of Maple & 4th • Downtown
7 a.m.-8 a.m. Friday, August 3rd

: $15
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Fancy Farm Picnic
Saturday, Aug. 4th
y Farm Picnic at least once!

All good conservatives should go to the Fanc

270-293-3044• 753-8865 • 759-1556
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p.m.
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IN OTHER WORDS

Farming becomes
safer in Kentucky
The following is on editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
One of the nation's most dangerous occupation's
— farming — is becoming -a bit safedin Kentucky.
According to figures compiled by the University of
—law-was itillectin
tacky,---aidy:new'finint-3wor
.
accident
rollover
tractor
a
in
• 2006
In a state where the hilly terrain once made
tractor rollovers all too common, that is indeed a
positive trend. In 1994, Kentucky led the nation
with 28 tractor-related fatalities, including 23
caused by rollovers. However, since that deadly
year, tractor-related deaths in Kentucky have been
steadily declining. The single death in 2006 was
the lowest tractor rollover death toll in the state
in recent memory, according to figures compiled
by the Fatality Assessment and Control Evaluation
program at UK.
A number of factors have no doubt contributed
to the decline in rollover deaths. Roll bars are
---more-'reinrnen on tractors than-they- Were_fusta _
decade ago, and some farmers are even using seat
belts. Then, of course, there are fewer farmers in
the state. Farmers tilling just a few acres have
been replaced by large farms with the financial
means to purchase safer tractors.
ATVs also are doing some of the farm work
once done by tractors. Unfortunately, the number
of Kentuckians killed in ATV accidents has
climbed at a much faster rate than the decline of
those killed by tractors. Of course, most ATV accidents occur while the vehicles are being used for
recreation, not farming.
Roll bars and seat belts can save lives on tractors, but the greatest safety device remains a good
dose of common sense when operating a tractor
on a hillside.
—The Daily independent,
Ashland
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)

Washington. DC 20510
1-202-225-3115
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U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)

137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington DC 20510
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U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)

Washington D C 20510

361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington II

State Rep. Melvin Henley(R-Murray)

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Room 329.1 Capitol Annex
e-mail rnelvm henley0Irc ky gov

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices Capitol Annex
1 800-372-7181
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--ttally win the war

Most Democrats seem so invested in
defeat in Iraq that they apparently have
which would be success.
no "Plan
Like the character Billy Bigelow in
the musical "Carousel," who is dumbstruck when he realizes he has not
thought about the possibility that his
pregnant wife might actually deliver a
girl, instead of the son he wants.
Democrats appear unable to conceive
of victory, or at least stability in Iraq.
So cynical have our politics become
that a spokesman for Speaker Nancy
Pclosi said Democratic leaders are "not
willing to concede there are positive
things to point to" in Iraq. And House
Majority Whip James E. Clyburn said
that a favorable report from Gcn.
Petraeus could lead 47 moderate to
Gumervative "Blue Dog" Democrats to
oppose n withdrawal 'timetable, making
it virtually impossible for the liberal
leadership to pass withdrawal legislation "III would bet a real problem for
us." said Clyburn.
Is that what the Iraq war has
become? Instead of viewing it as a
generational war that will determine the
future of civilization (because, if we
lose. Iraq will become a launching pad
for terrorist acts around the world and
hundreds of thousands of Iraqis would
surely die), is it now lust another tool
in the Democrat's quest for the White
House? Where are the statesmen who
put their country and its interests
before personal and political interests?
Was, Harry Truman nght when he
observed. "A statesman is a politician
who has been dead for 1.0 or 15
years"? Aren't we Americans Wore we
are Republicans or Democrats? And
C all lose if one political. "side"
55 ins and it costs others their freedom

and puts America in
greater peril?
Much of Washington is buzzing over a
recent New York
Times column by two
scholars from the
Brookings Institution,
Michael O'Hanlon and
Kenneth Pollack. In
addition to their assoCal's
ciation with a left-ofThoughts 'center think tank, the
By Cal Thomas two have credibility
Syndicated
because they have
Columnist
been harsh critics of
the way President
Bush has directed the war.
Their column, which was titled "A
War We Just Might Win," expresses
something we haven't heard in several
years: optimism. "We are finally getting somewhere in Iraq, at least in
military terms." they write. This surprised them and they saw "the potential to produce not necessarily 'victory,'
but a sustainable stability that both we
and the Iraqis could live with."
Testifying last week before the
House Armed Services Committee, U.S.
Army General John M. Keane said
Gen. Petraeus' new offensive has
turned the tide against al-Qaida and
insurgents alike. "We are on the oftenstye and have the momentum." said
Gen. Keane. citing improved security
throughout Baghdad. reduced sectarian
violence, and al-Qaida losing ground in
Sunni areas
This is had news for Democrats: so
invested are they in defeat. What
would they do. what could they do
should pacification. if not unification.
set in' It would not be beyond them

to ignore the positives and focus only
on the negatives. Will the mainstream
media support them in such a strategy?
Some might, but the "alternative"
media, including talk radio, cable TV
and the Internet, won't let them get
away with it. Democrats may be
reduced to asking if the public is
going to believe them or their "lying

eyes."
On "NBC Nightly News" last week,
anchor Brian Williams ignored the column by O'Hanlon and Pollack and
instead focused on "a draft U.S.
report," saying "there are disturbing
new details about corruption at the
very top of the Iraqi government."
ABC's Terry McCarthy apparently didn't receive, or ignored, the Democratic
talking points when he said of the
O'Hanlon-Pollack column on "World
News Tonight," "the report tracks fairly
closely with what we're seeing." David
Martin on "CBS Evening News"
reported on July 31, "With one day
left in the month, American casualties
in July are the lowest since the troop
surge began in February."
NBC News notwithstanding, these
somewhat upbeat assessments on CBS,
ABC (and in The New York Times)
must be unsettling to a lot of Democrats. Even Sen. Hillary Clinton, who
flipped on her "favorite" baseball team
when it became politically, expedient to
do so, will have a tough time selling
the line, "I believed in victory from
the beginning."

Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore
Ave.. Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y. 14207.
or tmseditors@tribune.corn.

What's really in a baby name?
V. hat's in a name' Way
too much where babies are
concerned.
According to The Wall
Street Journal, parents are
obsessing over what to
name their kids Theyre hir
mg consultants, applying
mathematical formulas arid
software programs and c‘en
bringing in nutty spiritualist
typesOne couple hired A pair
it consultants to draw up r
list of suggestions hased on
-phonetic elements. popular'
ty and ethnic and linguistic
origins "
One woman paid A
"nameologisi" %l SO for three
half.hour ;shone alls and a
personalized manual dew rib
mg each name histiir, and
personality traits
Another spent S4 'C on r
numerologist to see it her
tavorite name had positi‘e
assoc latiOnS %hairs Cr the
heck that means
Why the obsession /is er
children's 1131Tes' One baby.
naming expert says that we
use in a market-oriented
society That by Flying your
kid the right name - the
nght branding, if you will
he mc she will have a
start in life
brother
Look. I know these parents mean well I know

makes her think she's pretraditional name, not one
cious and special and God's
that stands out.
I'm 45, at the tail end of gift to the universe (such as
Nevaeh, which is heaven
the baby boom, and here
spelled backward).
are the names of my high
It's nobody's fault that
school friends: Tom. John,
we're screwing up kids'
Jeff, Bill, Bob. Rich and
names — we're screwing up
Tim. We had one Clint and
a lot of things. We're doing
he has a brother named
Reid. but that was as daring it because we're able to.
things got in those days. / We're able to because the
as
Mors So
Any of these are good
American experiment has
Fumy?
names for boys
produced untold wealth
By Tom
As for girls, why not use
we're free to shift our focus
Purcell
sisters' names: Kathy.
my
from
trying to subsist, as
Syndscated
Knssy. Lisa. Mary and Jenour parents did, to fretting
Columnist
nifer. How about Lauren.
over what to name our kids.
Linda, Elizabeth or Sandy"'
We have to knock it off.
good
harm than
Or, if you want to get bold, though.
Take one couple Mom
go back a few generations
I was lucky my parents
and dad went to great
to the early 900s. Gertrude. named me Tom. That is my
lengths to come up with
Helen, Ruth. Margaret and
this name Beckett The
dad's name. too. I knew
Beatnce (my grandmotheri
name sounds reliable and
early on I had to live up to
The reason is simple If
stable, says the proud dad
it With such a name. I
1111 really want your kid to
The "C - K" sound is very
never took myself too seribe special, a name is not
well regarded in corporate
ously — I knew I wasn't
going to do it Your kid is
circles. he says. The hard
the center of anybody's Unigoing to have to earn it.
stop forces one to accentuverse I turned out half
She is going to have to
ate the syllable, which
decent as a result. And I
and
hard
sacrifice.
work
draws attention to it, he
never did get a wedgie.
She'll have to try and fail
continues ,
I doubt things would
her
find
y
and
eventuall
But he overlooked a very
have
turned out that well if
place — find whatever she's
important consideration:
my
name
was Zayden or
good at — and then work
Beckett is going to he getor
Gilad.
Michelle
harder to develop her talting wedgies well into his
ents_
40s.
Tom Pun-ell is a humor
It will he easier to do
I'm no expert on child
columnist nationally synthAnd
is
if
she
humble
that
me
to
rearing, but it seems
rated exclusively by Cagle
it will be easier for hakto
if you want to give your
Cartoons E-mail him at
doesn't'
she
if
he
humble
it's
life,
kid a kg up in
Parrelliairaeleranoons.corm
that
goofy
name
some
have
better to give him a sink
they're trying to do
what is best
for their
kids I
know they
think a special name
ill help
the rest of
the world
know how
special their
kid is
But
they're
doing more
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Obituaries
Mrs. Judy Barnett

Mrs. Maryellen Ragan
Mrs. Maryellen Ragan, 81, London Drive, Murray, died
Wednesday. Aug. 1, 2007, at 10 a.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended illness.
A homemaker, she was a member of Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church. Born Nov. 10. 1923, in Grand Rapids, Mich., she
was the daughter of the late Charles R. Tate and Mahalia Griffin
Tate.
Survivors include her husband, Bob Ragan, to whom she WAS
married June 22, 1950, in Detroit, Mich.; one daughter, Shelly
Ragan, Murray; two grandchildren, Tncia Nelson, Lexington, and
Shannon Nelson, Murray; one great-grandchild, Ragan Nelson.
Murray. The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church. Rev. Linda McKnight will officiate.
Bunal will follow in the church cemetery. Visitation will be at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday.
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The tuneral for Mrs. Judy Barnett will be Saturday at I p.m. in
the chapel of lines-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Thomas Yoder will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Temple Hill United Methodist
Church Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3:30
to 7:30 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Barnett, 60, Almo, died Wednesday, Aug. 1, 2007, at 4:40
a.m. at her home. Born Feb. 18, 1947, she was of Methodist faith.
Her grandmother, Mrs. Jewel Guthene, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Lee Crawford Barnett Jr.. Almo.
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Attorney general seeks to
set record straight about
terror program, credibility

States," Leahy
WASHINGTON (AP)
General Alberto said in a stateAttorney
after
on ment
conceded
Gonzales
Wednesday that he used confus- receiving
ing language in describing Gonzales' letnational security efforts in ter.
Specter, too,
Senate testimony.
recent
Slater
Mrs. Roxana
Gonzales
said
Judiciary
Senate
to
later
letter
a
His
at
held
will
be
Slater
A memonal service for Mrs. Roxana
the
stopped misled
date in Michigan. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge Committee leaders
committee. But
Bush
the
as
apology
an
of
short
of local arrangements.
tion pushed to expand Specter said
Gonzales
Mrs. Slater, 69, South 17th Street, Murray, died Tuesday, July 31, administra
attorney
ing on suspected ter- the
eavesdropp
of
Christian
First
member
was
She
home.
2007, at 4:30 p.m. at her
general's testimony did not
rorists.
Robert Southall Mayer Jr.
Church. Born Jan. 20, 1938, in Jackson, Mich., she was the daughamount to perjury; it was a crucommitthe
died
Hardin,
response,
Road,
in
84,
Mertnie
But
Robert Southall Mayer Jr.,
ter of the late Marvin Reinger and Mary Holzapfel Reinger.
, Sen. Arlen cial if reluctant vote of support.
Republican
top
tee's
Wednesday, Aug. I. 2007, at 4:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
sons,
two
Survivors include her husband, Raymond Slater;
"I don't think he did try to
Specter of Pennsylvania, joined
Hospital.
and wife, Rhonda, Muskegon, Mich., and Michael
Crawford
Randy
frank answers," Specter
provide
Gonzales
said
who
Marine
States
of
the
United
Democrats
A retired captain
and wife, Vickie, Salem, Ala.; 12 grandchildren; 12 great- should not have sole authority to said. "It was more than confuCorps with 30 years of service, he was a veteran of Crawfocil
approve the warrantless inter- sion, it was misleading."
Woad War II, Korean Conflict and Vietnam War. He grandchildren.
with
sided
Specter
and
Accepted
ception of messages between
was a third degree Mason of Free
James (Jim) Farrow
Democrats who said they would
foreign terrorists overseas.'
Masons and was of Lutheran faith..
The funeral for James(Jim)Farrow will be Saturday at II a.m. in
The exchange marked the lat- not let their disdain for Gonzales
Born July 9, 1923, in Gallery, Penn., he was the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Glynn On will offi- est twist in a standoff between factor into decisions about
the
son of the late Robert Southall Mayer Sr. and Margaret Evans
Visitation will be Congress and the administration whether to update the 1978
Mayer. Also preceding him in death were two sons, Frederick Mayer ciate. Burial will follow in the Bardwelt Cemetery.
Friday.
Intelligence
p.m.
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home
funeral
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over the beleaguered attorney Foreign
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Justice Surveillance Act that the attorExpressions of sympathy may be made to general
his
and
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Louise Long Mayer; one
ney general would oversee. But
Westside Baptist Church Building Fund, 207 Department.
son, John P. Mayer, Hardin; three daughters, Mary Lou MayerHospice
or
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42071
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Study
Robertson
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Even
Carol
D.C.,
Hildreth and husband, Steven, Washington,
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makers over updating a 1978 gence-gathering at issue. -This
St., Murray, KY 42071.
Texas; one sister, Mrs. Margaret Balmer, Gary, Ind.; two grandchilTuesday.
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Murray,
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North,
be
surveillance law, the White is a temporary bill at most," he
Mr. Farrow, 84, Robertson Road
dren. Shean P. Mayer and Lauryn M. Hildreth. Burial will
House stood its ground against said. "I think we can do without
Arlington National Cemetery, Washington, D.C. Imes-Miller July 31, 2007, at 10:38 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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Roberts
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University.
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significant
The theft and destruction of highway signs have caused
ture of
expendi
sary
unneces
the
in
public safety concerns and results
public funds.
to $500.00
The Calloway County Fiscal Court offers a reward of up
following:
the
of
ion
convict
for information leading to the arrest and
Individuals who steal county owned signs
Individuals who are in possession of stolen county signs
Individuals who intentionally damage county owned signs
signs can result in
A criminal conviction for theft and destruction of
a fine and jail time.
Sheriff's
Those with information may contact the Calloway County
Office at 753-3151.
Calloway County Fiscal Court
Larry Elkins
Judge Executive
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Make a Difference Recycling
Day will be held on Saturday

2aniuersary

Make A Difference Recycling Day will
be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
parking lot of Murray State University
Stewart Stadium. Regular items will be
collected for recycling, including mixed
paper. cardboard, newspapers, plastic, aluminum, eyeglasses, cell phones, ink jet cartridges. clothing, motor oil and glass.
Special collections will be conducted by
Angels Attic for household items and by
the Family Resource Youth Service Centers for personal hygiene items. The Lions
By Jo Burkeen Club will be conducting its Bulbs and Brooms
Community
Sale (the only location this year to get
Editor
these items(.
The next Make A Difference 1)ay will be Nov. 10. For
more information contact the family resource centers at
762-7333 or 759-9592.

Datebook

Iris club will be here Saturday
The Iris non-profit club will be on the downtown courtsquare on Saturday morning. Proceeds from the sale is used
to underwrite the cost of their annual show for the public.
Irises rhizomes will be available for sale.

New Beginnings to meet Saturday
The New Beginnings Prison Ministry will meet Saturday at
6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road South,
off Ky. 94 West. A potluck meal will be served. Presenting
the program at 7 p.m. will be The Dills. The public is invited. For more information call 753-0156.

Bill and Maria Vincent in 1982

Bill and Maria Vincent in 2007—

• Bill and -Maria Vincent will - he mamed for 25 years- on
Monday. Aug 6, 2007
Fhe were married Aug 6, 1982. by Ricky Cunningham at
the home of Jesse and Mary Vincent.
Mrs Vincent is employed at the Calloway County Preschool
and Mt
.11 the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
1-hey hate two children, Jared. a senior at Murray State

l'oiverso-y, and _Jewish:a,
at Calloway County High
Sc hoot.
A celebration in honor of the couple will be Sunday. Aug
S. from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Coldwater Church of Christ multipurpose room
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple .requests
that guests not bring gifts.

Land Between the Lakes Murray Eagle Scout
plans programs for week selected for World
Scouting Jamboree
GOLDEN POND. Ky
Land Between the Lakes has
actisitie• planned tot the coining week
The Homeplace
Ifte hiss'
1,11- 1 arm. Nature Station, and
tlulltiian- Ferry. Energy Lake
and Piney Campground are now
open daily The Golden Pond
Planetarium, The Elk & Boani
Prairie. ‘a. rangier% Campground.
turkey Bay OHV Area and
seseral small camping areas
ate open year-round
Flk and Bison Prairie is
open daily Admission is S5
per car
The Golden Pond Planetarium is open daily with admission S; for ages I 3 and up.
S2 for ages 5 to 12. and tree
with family for ages 4 and
under "Blown Away The Wild
World id Weather" v.ill be

shown at 3 p.m. daily. "Ken
tucky Skies" will he shown at
I p.m daily, hlf Out Space
Places at 10 a.m. Monday
through Fnday and 4 pm Saturday and Sunday. Search for
1,11e in the Universe" at I I
a MI and 2 p.m. daily
Events at 'Die Honteplace
ill include "Dolls of the Past"
from I to 3 p ni on Saturday.
"Grovon' the old as New" at
2 pm Sunday
Events at The Nature Station include "Ilununingbi-rd Fesa in
tival" from
to 4 30
p.m on Saturday and from 9
a in to .4p.m on Sunday."Creature Feature Screech Owl" at
2 pm Tuesday. "Crazy About
Camel" at 2 p m Thursday
For more information call toll
tree at 1-8011-1.111.-7077

New Concord Class of
1952 holds reunion
Six la.sinates from the New
Concord High School (lass of
1952 reminisced on July 2)4
while rating at Ryan's restaurant and then visiting at Sue
Steele"• house
Classmates in attendance
were Bobby steelc and wife.
Mary. of Oklahoma City. Okla .
Kenneth Hun and wile. Billie.
of Mishawaka. Intl . Willie Dick
and wile. Audic.
Grogan
and wife. Dorothy, and Bon•
nit Raspberry and husband.
Joe, all of MUfT3!r and Patti

Farthing and husband. (,knn.
of Hazel
(Mier guests
who were
included
)uniors in 145 2
Charlie Burkeen and wife.
Okla, Jimmy AIN Men and
wife. Janice. and Donald Stom
and wile. Sue, all of Murray.
Billy Joe Killion% and wife.
Shirky. of Haiti. James EA
fams and wife, Carolyn. of
Benton. and George Futrell and
wife. Jeaneen. of Nashville.
Tenn
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DOG WON
of Summer

Now till August 4th
.‘ea,

Nathan Watson of Murray
has been selected to participate in the Sunrise Ceremony
on Brownsea Island. England
during the 21st World Scout
Jamb.ace
This ceremony is in commemoration of the first scout
on Browner,"
encampment
Island 100 years ago. Two
scouts from each country represented there were chosen to
panic spate. There are approximately 4010 scouts at the Jamboree from the United States.
Watson was tiro nominated
from his Kentucky troop by
his World Jamboree scout leaders lie was then asked to write
a 200 word es.ay, after which
he was selected by the SouthNathan Watson
ern Region of BSA to compete against scouts from other Was-hi Carnival
regions
The organizers of this event
Upon arntal in London on said 'These scouts will repreJuly 2.3. he went through a series sent the hopes of the world
of inter-stews by the National as they show how it is possiCommittee and v.a. chosen. ble to live together in peace.'
Along with one other scout The ceremony- was on Wednesfrom the central region, Co rep- day
resent the BSA at the Sunrise
After the ceremony. Watson
Ceremony
returned to the Jamboree in
The ....outs selected for this E.sex Ice the remainder ol the
special event left the Jamboree celebration. For more informasight in Essex. England on Mon- tion on these world scouting
day to travel to the southern events, go to theiamboree.org
coast of England Once there. or worldiamboree.nct
they hoarded a terry that took
Watson is a Junior at Murthem to Brownsca Island where ray High School and a memthey participated in sarittus ber of Boy Scout Troop 45.
activities, including a 'time
He is the son of Scott and
JC WS% continents where
Sharon Watson of Murray and
they will leam about different the grandson of 1.-arry and Glenscout music, dame, food, cul- da Watson and Lyman and
ture and religion as well AS .1 Jeanne Black of Pans. Term.
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(3finouncements

Zaydan Christopher Jones
John Christopher Jones and Charity Keese of Cambridge
Dri.e. Murray, are the parents of a son. Zaydan Chnstopher
Jones. horn on Monday. July 9. 2007. at 4 311 pm at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
The baby weighed 7 pounds 8 ounces and measured 21
inches A brother is Jonathan Nathaniel Jones
Grandparents are Sharon and Dan Jones and Datid Keesee.
all of Murray. and Jodie Remington. Piedmont. S D

NAM'
25th

District workshop on Wednesday
The Av,orkshop for the First District of.1(entucky Federation
of Women's Clubs will be Wednesday from 8:309 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house with Martha Crafton,
Murray. district governor, in charge. There is no charge, but
luncheon reservations at $10 per person must be made with
Pat McMullin.

Four Rivers group will meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all musicians
and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at 7536979.

MMS Council will meet today
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet in a special called session at 4 p.m. today in the office
conference room.

Independence plans promotion
Independence United Methodist Church will have rebate
today from 4 to 9 p.m. at Backyard Burger. This is a fundraiser for the youth. Customers are asked to give their receipts to
one of the youth who will be there.

Soccer team plans car wash
The MC United U-10 girls soccer team will have a car
wash Saturday from 9 a.n4 to 2 p.m. at Taco John's.

Appreciation Day planned
City/County Employees Appreciation Day will be Saturday
from noon to 7 p.m. at the swimming pool at the MurrayCalloway County Park Pool. All city of Murray and Calloway
County employees and their families are welcome to the employee appreciation day. acco,rding to Mike Sykes. aquatics director Sykes said "When your arrive. just mention your job
department and admission for you and your family is free."

Laker Band to present show Friday
The Calloway County Laker Band will have a preview of
their upcoming 2007 Laker Band field show beginning at 5:15
p.m. Friday on the practice field, located behind Calloway
County Middle School. Everyone is urged to come, enjoy the
show and support the Laker Band.

Football season tickets to go on sale
Reserved seats for Murray High School Football Season
tickets will go on sale today. Ticket holders may drop by the
high school or call 753-5202 dunng school hours to reserve
your tickets. Murray High School will host its annual fall
sports kickoff beginning at 7 p.m. on Aug. 11 at Ty Holland
Stadum All fall sports tickets will be available at ..the. kickoff.

Softball meeting planned today
. All girls interested in play„ing softball at Murray Middle
School this fall are invited to attend a meeting Thursday at 6
p.m at the school cafetena. lhis meeting is for both players
and parents Important information will be distributed by the
coaches

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Chnstian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Echoes from Calvaryand Romume Kaler. There is no
admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail corn

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Slinners sponsor Bingo each Fnday starting at 6:30
pm at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North. Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Murray Elementary P1'0 to host event
Murray

an:slian B-ooislore

&Use

Elementary School PTO will boat "A Back to School
Roundup" today from 5 to 630 p.m at the school Students
are invited with their families to come, meet their teachers and
see friends A light meal will he provided. Night Fish will be
present to provide entertainment Persons may bring chairs or
blankets for seating
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Fisher-Price
recalls popular
character toys

Photo provided
featunng friends
porch,
front
their
on
Friday
last
Concert
Session
Jam
a
hosted
Center
Hickory Woods Retirement
invited to sing along on the songs, and
and students of local music instructor Conny Ottway. The residents were
as well. Those who performed, front,
tunes,
other
on
s
musician
the
joined
there was even a harmonica player who
from left, Annette Heady, Mary Louise
from left, were Roger Heady, Sydney Russell, and Jacob Henderson, back
is Dawson Harrell.
pictured
Not
Ottway.
Lyons, Speedy Wyatt, Dennis Woods, Phil Burt and Conny
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Crafts festival held over Labor Day
Special to the Ledger
Kentucky's Western Waterland's
32nd Annual Labor Day Weekend
Arts & Crafts Festival will be held
in Grand Rivers again this year.
The Sept. 1-3 festival is located
in the new Grand Rivers City Park
behind the Badgett Playhouse.
This three-day festival will 'feature exhibitors from around the coun-

try. There will be craft demonstrations and many different hand-crafted items such as woodcrafts, quilts.
dried flower arrangements, custom
clothing, Native American art and
music, folk art, jewelry, ceramics,
pottery, baskets and much more. This
festival is the perfect place to begin
shopping for that specialk Christmas
present or decoration.
Spaces are still available for

crafters. This is not a juned show,
but all items sold must be handmade.
Kentucky's Western Waterland is
a non-profit organization that promotes
tourism throughout the 15 westernmost counties of Kentucky.
For more information, contact Kentucky's Western Waterland at (270)
928-4411 or waterland@paducah.com.

WASHINGTON (AP)— Toy-maker
Fisher-Price is recalling 83 types of
toys — including the popular Big
Bird, Elmo, Dora and Diego characters — because their paint contains
excessive amounts of lead.
being
worldwide recall
The
announced Thursday involves 967,000
plastic preschool toys made by a Chinese vendor and sold in the United
States between May and August. It
is the latest in a wave of recalls that
has heightened global concern about
the safety of Chinese-made products.
The recall is the first for FisherPrice Inc. and parent company Mattel Inc. involving lead paint. It is the
largest for Mattel since 1998 when
Fisher-Price had to yank about 10
million Power Wheels from toy stores.
In an interview with The Associated Press on Wednesday, David Allmark, general manager of Fisher-Price,
said the problem was detected by an
internal probe and reported to the
Consumer Product Safety Commission.
Fisher-Price and the commission
issued statements saying parents should
keep suspect toys away from children and contact the company.
The commission works with companies to issue recalls when it finds
consumer goods that can be harmful.
Under current regulations, children's
products found to have more than .06
percent lead accessible to users are
subject to a recall.
Allmark says the recall was "fasttracked," which allowed the company to quarantine two-thirds of the
toys before they even made it to store
shelves. In negotiating details of the
recall, Fisher-Price and the government agreed to withhold details from

petlieSpopight
Whoopi Goldberg
officially takes Rosie
O'Donnell's role on
ABC's The View'

le
6
rs

4zi
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Especially when you're a
78-year-old man who happens
to share the name of a certain
fictional boy wizard who is
famous the world over.
Each time a new Harry Potter book or movie comes out.
Bradenton resident Harry Potter starts getting phone calls
interview
children,
from
requests from the Tv networks
and autograph requests.
"The kids want to know if
I'm Harry Potter," he said with
a chuckle. "I tell them I've
been Harry Potter for darn near
80 years!"
The real Harry Potter said
he hasn't had time to read any
of the J.K. Rowling books or
see the five hit movies. But
late night crank calls aside, the
retired Defense Department
employee from Zaleski. Ohio.
gets his mileage out of Pottermania.
"When Harry talks to the
kids, they'll ask about the owl
and he'll say, 'Oh, he came
by and brought the mail,— said
his wife, Jan. "Then, when
they're done, the mothers come
on and say thank you for talking to the kids. He gets a big
kick out of it.
But meeting a real Harry

NEW YORK (AP) —
Whoopi Goldberg, officially
named Wednesday as the new
moderator of "The View" as
the show puts Rosie O'Donnell in its rearview mirror, said
her new job is a "big ol' thrill
for me."
Goldberg jogged down the
aisle of the New York studio,
slapping hands with the audience, when the announcement
was made live on the air by
show creator Barbara Walters.
"I love this show." said Goldberg. one of a select few performers to win an Oscar, Emmy,
Tony and Grammy award. "I
love coming on it. I love hanging out with you guys."
O'Donnell announced this
spring she was leaving ABC's
daytime talk show after less than
a year filled with controversy
and feuds with Donald Trump
and co-star Elisabeth Hasselbeck.
Despite O'Donnell's polarizing presence — or maybe
because of it — ratings went
up last year.
Goldberg. 51, gives "The
View" a big name to fill the
slot of moderator, who generally steers the discussion.
She may not reach O'Donnell's level, but Goldberg is
no stranger to political controversy. She was dumped from
Slim-Fast advertising campaign in 2004 after making a
speech mocking the Bush
administration at a political
rally. at one point using the president's surname as a sexual
reference.
-The View" is in "ongoing
discussions" with several people for another cast slot, a
spokesman said. That would
fill the chair left unoccupied
since the stormy departure of
Star Jones Reynolds last year.
Among the candidates for
that role is actress Shem Shepherd, who has appeared on
'The View- as a sub several
times over the past month.

Florida's Harry Potter

weathers Pottermania
(API —
BRADENTON.
Sometimes it's a hassle being
Harry Potter

Potter can be a little puzzling
for the kids.
"They look at you, give you
the once-over," he said, laughing. "They can't relate the one
in the book to the one they
see here. I guess I could buy
me a pair of Harry Potter glasses."

Rush Hour 3 won't be
shown in China
HONG KONG(AP)— Jackie-Chan's new action comedy,
"Rush Hour 3," won't be shown
in China.
"We think the market for
the movie is relatively weak,"
Xiao Ping, a vice president at
state-run China Film Group's
import and export arm, said
Tuesday.
The Chinese government
carefully screens foreign media
content and allows only about
20 foreign films a year to be
shown.
Ping said "Rush Hour 3"
was up against some tough competition.
China has already imported
Hollywood blockseveral
busters. including "Transformers," "Spider-Man 3" and
"Pirates of the Caribbean: At

World's End."
But Hollywood trade publication Variety reported on its
Asian Web site Tuesday that
Chinese officials believe "Rush
Hour 3," which stars Chan and
Chris Tucker as buddy cops
taking on a Chinese crime family in Pans, is "fundamentally
anti-Chinese."
Xiao said she didn't know
whether film executives were
concerned about scenes of Chinese gangsters.
New Line Cinema said it
had no comment.
Chan, 53, and Tucker, 34,
have co-starred in all three
"Rush Hour" movies. The trilogy, directed by Brett Ratner,
began in 1998.
The loss of the China market isn't a major blow to filmmakers. Chinese box-office
income remains much smaller
than in the U.S. A movie that
makes tens of millions of U.S.
dollars in China can be considered a hit, while U.S. box
office winners can make hundreds of millions.
"Rush Hour 3" is set for
release in the U.S. on Aug.
10.

the public until Thursday to give.
stores time to get suspect toys off
shelves and Fisher-Price time to get
its recall hot line up and running.
Allmark said the recall was troubling because Fisher-Price has had a
long-standing relationship with the Chi-.
nese vendor, which had applied dec-:
orative paint to the toys. Allmark said
the company would use this recall as.
an opportunity to put even better systems in place to monitor vendors
whose conduct does not meet Mattel's standards.
He added: "We are still concluding the investigation, how it happened. ... But there will be a dramatic investigation on how this happened. We will learn from this."
The recall follows another highprofile move from toy maker RC2
Corp., which in June voluntarily
recalled 1.5 million wooden railroad
toys and set parts from its Thomas
& Friends Wooden Railway product.
line. The company said .that the surface paint on certain toys and pans
made in China between January 2005
and April 2006 contain lead, affecting 26 components and 23 retailers.
"Anytime a company brings a
banned hazardous product into the
U.S. marketplace, especially one
intended for children, it is unaccept,
able," said Nancy Nord, acting chair
of the Consumer Product Safety Commission.
Owners of a recalled toy can
exchange it for a voucher for another product of the same value. To see:
pictures of the recalled toys, visit,
For;
http://www.service.mattel.com.
more information, call Mattel's recall
hot line at 800-916-4498.

Calloway couple to be
featured on Kentucky Life
calls

A Taylor County teenager who sings country music and
herself a "Philly-Billy," as well as a collection of dragonfly
enthusiasts and a Calloway County couple who march to the
beat of a different kind of drum, are featured on the ntxt edition of Kentucky Life.
Dave Shuffett hosts the program, airing Saturday at 8/7 p.m.
CT and Sunday at 4:30/3:30 p.m. CT on KET1 and Sunday
at 7/6 p.m. CT on KET2.
First, the program stops by the national conference of the
Dragonfly Society of the Americas, held last summer in Cave
City. The dragonfly, one of the oldest insects on Earth, inspires
devotion for its gossamer wings and incredible diversity. Kentucky Life follows these enthyasts on a soggy collection expedition.
Next, viewers meet Chad and Carrie Schott, a Calloway
County couple who make beautifully decorated drums, rain
sticks and didgeridoos from gourds and bamboo, each one
unique. Finally. Dave enthusiastically introduces a new singing
sensation, Kayla Raganas. a talented teen from Campbellsville
who's got a unique image to tout.
The country singer calls herself a "Philly-Billy," since one.
of her parents is of Filipino heritage. This segment features
her authentic country singing and her supportive parents. who
vow to keep their talented daughter grounded as she reaches
for the stars.
More about KET programs and educational services, and
how to support KET can be found at www.ket.org.
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Minn. police say more victims likely in nver

▪

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
Divers searched the Mississippi
River today for more bodies
entombed in cars trapped
beneath the twisted steel and
concrete slabs of a collapsed
bridge As many as 30 people
were fussing as the effort shifted from rescue to recovery
The official death count stood
at four this morning. hut Police
Chief Tim Dolan said more victims were still in the water
"We have a number of vehicles that are underneath big
pieces of concrete, and we do
know we have sonic people in
those vehicles," Dolan said "We
know sCi. do have MOM casualties at the scene"
[he crest
:
lane Interstate
(SW
bridge.
a
major
Minneapolis artery. Was in the
midst of repairs when the bridge
buckled during the evening rush
hour Wednesday Queens of cars
plummeted more than 60 feet
into the Mississippi River, sonic
falling on top one of another A
•
bus sat at an angle on the
concrete
Under water. divers were tak
mg down license plate numbers
for authorities to track down the
vehicles' owners. Getting the
vehicles out was expected to
take several days and involve
moving around very large,
heavy pieces of bridge.
-The bndge is still shifting,"
Dolan said. "We're dealing with
the Mississippi River. We're
dealing with currents. We're
going to have to do it slowly and
safely."
He said police estimate that
20 to 30 people were unaccounted for, though he stressed that it
'Was just an estimate Vire ('hidt
Jim Clack said Thursday that
emergency work was no longer a
rescue operation and had
become a recovery operation
Relatises if some of the
fussing gathered in a hotel hall
room early Thursday, waiting
for any news and hoping for the
hest.
"Ise ties em wanted to see iii',
brother so MIK h in my life,- said
Knsti Foster, who went to an
information center set up at a
Holiday Inn looking for her
brother kirk She hadn't had
contact with her brother or his
girlfnend. kry stle Webb. since
the pies ions night
Authorities initially said at
least seven people had died, but
Police 1.t Amelia Huffman lowered that number I hursday
morning. saying, -the medical
esanuner 's office only has lour
sets of remains" She said the
initial repons were based on the
best estimates authorities had
Wednesday night
More than 60 people were
Injured and as many as 541 vehicles were in the riser Many of
their occupants had scrambled to
shore after the collapse Some
Zarried the insured up the nverbank, while emergency workers
tended to others on the ground
and sonie lumped into the water
to look for ..1.1r% 11,114N fire and
black smoke rose front the
wreckage
The Homeland . Security
Department said the collapse did
not appear to he lerrt/r1Sfli - reldi ed. hut Hennepin County Sheriff
Richard Stanek said Thursday
that the ause of the collapse
V•AA still unknown
"All indications arc that it
was a collapse. not an J1
/
4 1 of
someone doing it. Stanek said
He said sit least a do/en submerged %chicles were sisible in
the water A train had been pass
mg beneath the roadway and it
Also fell. including
AI cares ing
a chemical, polystyrene beads.
that the tire chief said was not
particularly haiardous
The bridge had been inspect
ed by the Minriesiaa Department
of Transportation in 2001 and
2006 and no immediate structural problems were noted. Gov
Tim Paw lents said N'edneulay
-There were sonic minor
things that needed attention." he
said -11scs notified u• frtirn an
engineering standpoint the deck
might need to he rehabilitated of
replaced in 2020 tit hey ond
A federal database, howeser
showed the 40-year-old hridgt
had been rated a. "structurally
dens sent in 2001 arid possibly
in need uuf replacement. the Star
Tribune reported citing the U.S.
Ikpaannent of Transpination's
'stational Bridge Insentocy
The White House also confirmed the 2005 inspection
White House press secretary
Tony *tow said the span rated
50 on a r•IC of I 20 lot structural stability
-Tins doesn't mean there w
a risk of failure. hut if
noo report identifies deficienCICI. the state is responsible for
taking correttise ....noes.- he
said
Jeanne Aianoih, a spokeswoman for the Minnesota
Department .4 Transportation,
said het agent,s was aware of the
;NW assessment \he noted that
mans other hrufge• around the
similes arTs the same designa

1

Major bridge collapses at rush hour
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lion and declined to say what the agency sion for Progressive Contractors Inc.. in
had done to address the deficiencies.
St. Michael. One of the workers was
The bridge was fitted in 2001 with a unaccounted for.
computerued anti-icing system that
Sloan said his crew Was placing consprayed chemicals on the surface during crete finish on the bridge for what he
winter weather, according to documents called a routine resurfacing project. "It
posted on the Minnesota Department of was the final item on this phase of the
Transportation's Web site.
•proy..ct. Suddenly the bridge gave way,"
- --This week, road crews had been he said.
working on the bridge's joints,
Sloan said his workers descnhed
guardrails and lights, with lane closures horrific scene. -They said they basically
ovenught on Tuesday and Wednesday.
rode the bridge down to the water. They
There were IS construction workers were sliding into cars and cars were slidon the bridge at the time of the collapse, ing into them." he said.
said Toni Sloan. head of the bridge dist-

•
•
•
•
•
A.
Firefighters wait for more help after the collapse of the Interstate 35W bndgk:
over the Mississippi River during rush hour Wednesday evening ir
Minneapolis.
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CARDINAL FOOTBALL

HIGH SCHOOL
VOLLEYBALL PREVIEWS

Palmer fixated
on planting
foundation for
Lady Lakers
THIRD-YEAR HEAD
COACH LIKES DIRECTION
CCHS IS HEADING

•

GARRY JONES / AP

Louisville head football coach Steve Kragthorpe leads his team onto the field for the spnng scrimmage game at Cardinal Stadium in Louisville on
Apnl 20. Kragthorpe, 42, was hired to replace Bobby Petnno in January. The coach may have changed, but the expectations for the defending
Big East champions, who begin practice today, have not.

The Selling Poi
KRAGTHORPE MARKETS HIMSELF TO CARDINALS
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
line is buried somewhere on Steve
Ktagthorpe's biography in the
Udiversity of Louisville football
media guide, squeezed between
parentheses under the heading
"Eclucation."
•"Master's degree in business
adininistration." it reads.
Ask Kragthorpe how a guy with an
MBA from Oregon State ends up
cotiching football instead, and he
shiugs his shoulders and says he
doesn't really see much difference
between working for a shoe company
and walking the sidelines in packed
college stadiums during the fall.
;"You've got to sell yourself," said
Ktagthorpe in a wide-ranging interview with The Associated Press.
"Nibu've got to sell yourself and your
program. I believe you've got to tailor
yoiar delivery so that the message is
received. The delivery is more important than the message, because if you

don't deliver it properly, the message
will never be absorbed."
Kragthorpe, 42, has delivered the
message over and over again to his
players and the community since he
was hired to replace Bobby Petrino in
January: the coach may have
changed, the expectations for the
defending Big East champions who
begin practice Thursday have not.
Though Kragthorpe readily admits
his coaching style may be a little
more laid back than the driven but not
exactly touchy-feely Petnno — who
went 41-9 in four seasons with the
Cardinals before leaving to coach the
NFL's Atlanta Falcons — Kragthorpe
says please don't call him "soft."
"I try to create a positive environment, that's how I've always flourished in my life," he said. "I'm going
to do things the way I feel they need
to be done and if that's going to be
compared against somebody else,
whether it's Bobby or John L.(Smith)
or Bob Stoops or Urban Meyer or
Pete Carroll, that's fine."
Good thing. because Kragthorpe

doesn't have a choice. With the return
of Heisman Trophy candidate Brian
Brohm and nearly all the offensive
playmakers back on a team that went
12-1, won the Orange Bowl and finished ranked sixth in the final poll,
Kragthorpe will find himself firmly in
the spotlight for the first time in his
career.
It's a role he's been preparing for
the last 20 years, one he thinks he's
ready to accept after rescuing a reeling Tulsa program four years ago.
"I tell the guys all the time I'm a
chameleon. I can adjust to my surroundings," he said.
The surroundings will be a bit different at Louisville than they were at
Tulsa. though Kragthorpe just chuckles when asked about the pressure of
repeating Petrino's success and the
ultimate goals of his five-year plan.
"I don't have a five-year plan
because I found out when I got there
that if we didn't win they were dropping football in three years," he said.
Mi See KRAGTHORPE,28

STEVE
KRACTIIORPL

FIE
Agit 42
Birthdete: AO 213, 1965
Birthplace. Missoula,
Montana
Family: wife. Cynthia and
three sons Chris Brad and
Nick
* Kragthorpe takes over tor Bobby Petnno
who was named the head coach of the Atlanta
Falcons
* Kragthorpe the former tread coach at Tulsa
University and the architect of one the nation's
most heralded rebuilding efforts, was named
the 20th head football coach at the University of
Louisville at a press conference on Jan 9,
2007
* 0 lust lour seasons at Tulsa Kragthorpe took
the Golden Hurricane to three bowls the
Humanitarian Liberty and the Armed Forces
Bowl His teams won more games in his first
three years than Tulsa had won 11.1 the preceding seven seasons combined
* Known as one of the best offensive minds in
the country. Kragthorpe's teams have scored 30
or more points 29 times, 40 points on 10 ones.
sans and 50 points three times His 2006
squad was second in Conference USA in total
offense and scoring

PITTSBURGH 15. ST. LOUIS 1

Pirates ride contributions
to rout of Redbirds
PAULINO,
ARMAS, OFFENSE
COME ALIVE

GENE PUSKAR / AP

Ryan Ludvock. nght. covers his face as he leaves the dugout, followed by Cardinal teammate So Taguchi, after a 15-1 loss to the
Pirates Wednesday in Pittsburgh

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Tony Arrnas
waited all season for a night like this.
Ronny Paulino could barely wait 24
hours to make up for a forgettable game
that turned some of his own fans against
him,
Ronny Paulin° quieted some loud
booing with a grand slam during a fiverun Pittsburgh first inning. and Tony
Armas won as a starter for the first time
in more than 10 months to carry the
Pirates past St. Louis 15-1 Wednesday
night.
Arma.s (1-3) became only the second
Pirates pitcher to win since the All-Star
break, limiting the Cardinals to Aaron
Miles first home run over 6 1-3 innings
for his first victory since beating the
Mets while with Washington on Sept 24.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
When Cassidy Palmer took over the
Calloway County volleyball program three
years ago, she had more to worry about than
the usual X's and O's.
In just their sixth year of competition, the
Lady Laker% have for the first time a coach
that has lasted more than two years. And
entering her third year, Palmer is pleased with
the "foundation" she has set.
"If nothing else, we've established a program at the high school for the first time," she
said.
Palmer noted some "hurdles" she had to
"overcome", mainly in the form of setting up
some history, tradition and trying to educate
her players what it means to be in a serious
sports program.
If last year's 25-11 record is any indication
of being a serious program, Palmer has the
Lady Lakers' ship sailing smoothly. To be taken seriously, as Palmer pointed
out, she had to lay the groundwork on such
things as setting up locker rooms, storage
rooms and equipment that had to be purchased over time.
"Volleyball was new (when I first started)," Palmer said."We're kind of establishing
a reputation that we're serious about our
sport, and (want) to be taken seriously. We've
got a good booster group going that we didn't
have when I started, and people are seriously
looking at our program now."
"The girls are getting to know me and my
style and what I expect. It's getting a lot easier each year to walk out on the court, because
they now know what to expect," she added.
Gone from last year's team is Whitley
Edwards, Alley Hendon, Abby Kelly and
Mandie Schroader. But despite a hard hit due
to•gfacluation. Palmer feels she's got a handful of seniors that will fill the experience void
just fine.
"We've got a couple of girls that started
last year as juniors that are going to be able to
come in and bring a little experience," said
See PALMER,28

2006.
Pittsburgh had season highs in runs
(IS) and hits (20). scoring seven runs in
the eighth against Mike Maroth. It was
the Pirates' most lopsided victory since
June 11, 2005, when they beat Tampa
Bay 18-2.
-This was a breath of fresh air." said
Jack Wilson, who hit a solo homer."We
had a lot of really good at-bats."
The loss was the Cardinals' most lopsided since June 20, 2006. when they
dropped a 20-6 decision to the White
Sox.
The Cardinals were denied their first
five-game winning streak since they won
seven in a row in early July 2006. Tbe
Pirates had lost their last four and seven
of eight and were 2-14 since the break,
with Paul Maholm getting their only previous two wins since July 8.
Braden Lower (8-9) dominated the
Pirates in his first two starts against them
this season, allowing only one run in 13
innings. But his first inning rapidly came
•Siss CARDINALS, 28

Enke and Co.
ready to roll
in Round 2
SECOND-YEAR LADY
TIGER COACH LIKES
MAKE-UP OF TEAM
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Laura Enke calls her first official stint as
the Murray High lady Tigers' volleyball
coach a "Baptism under fire."
"Some of the things that I learned was I
need to take more of a leadership role," Enke
said Monday."I need to be more authoritative
with the girls, and we need to work a lot harder than we did last year."
Last season, the Lady Tigers wrapped up a
16-12 campaign under the first-year coach. In
the process. Murray lost four seniors to graduation: Samantha Thurman, Katy Garrison,
Angelique Jones and Lauren Oswalt.
That experience the Lady Tigers lost won't
be easy to replace. according to Enke. But
she's hoping to counter it with another X-factor — leadership.
"We lost a lot of experience this past year.
That's something that we're going to be lacking this year, since we don't have any seniors," she said. "We have a lot of juniors that,
so far, have stepped up, and I'm really proud
of them. They have really proven they have
leadership skills, and I think they're going to
be okay."
Enke calls her four juniors — Caitlin
Herrington. Christin Gong, Leah Dielernan
and Abby Dowdy — the backbone of this
year's team.
"We had a rebuilding year last year and our
girls learned a lot, especially our sophomores
and juniors," Enke added. "They were all
brand-new girls, to say the least, and have all
come back, except for one, I think we're
going to be okay and make it through it
because of the leadership and skills that the
seniors showed last year."
Sophomores on the roster include Taylor
Butler. Kathryn Wilson, Jamie Courtney,
Aneshia Gray and Maria Speed. The lone
freshman is Lauren Dieleman.
•See ENKE, 28
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•Enke
From Page I B
In an effort to improve on lam
Aug 6 at Mayteid
7 15 p m
seal's record. Enke said the
Aug 9 al Graves County
7 15 p m
squad is getting away from X". Aug 13 FULTON COUNTY
7 15 p m
Aug 16 al Ballard Memorial
and O's And working more on
7 15 p m
Aug
20
LONE OAK
7 15 p m
strength and stamina
Aug 23 at Calloway County
6 pm
"We concentrated inure on
Aug 27 PADUCAH TILGHMAN 7 15 pm
Await CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHP 715 pm
skill last year. And then we found
Aug 30.1 Marshall County
7 15 pm
when we got to niurnaments we
Sep 4 CARLISLE COUNTY 7 15 p m
were out 1111 shape.' Enke said
Sep 6 al Trigg County
715pm
Sap 13 CALLOWAY COUNTY 6 p m
-So now we know we have the
Sap 16 MARSHALL COUNTY 7 15 pm
knov.tedge and skill, we're conSep 20a* thrown relowlata 7-IS
rn
centiating more on physical
Sep 21 22 Soma Fop ai
Crittenden County
abilities aid getting in shape and
T8A
Sep 24 at %Miami
7 15 p rri
making sure that we're ready for
Sep 25 GRAVES COUNTY
715pm
Iht• chdltrallee that it takes.
Sep 29 at Paducah rioman
classic
IBA
•Ne're going to really work
OCI 2 at LOne
. 715pm
on executing our plays and foot-- 0C1.4 at FultonOak
City
7 15 pm
— Gmnas n ALL CAPS we roma games
work so that we can really go for
— schedule courtesy of KHSAA cv9
it this year. We'd like to get a
tew more wins against the more make sure we focus one them
local teams like Calloway, because they are our main
comMarshall and (TS We need to petition "

.5'11C4CPRIE Ell1174141 SrCP

Lady Tigers Schedule

•Palmer
Fiona
- -- Palmer "We're going to be
young this year. We're going to
kite freshmen, and maybe even
come eighth graders. playing at
the varsity level."
Calloway's senior class
include, Attic Thompson. Teala
Penick And Haley Pain. The Junior class consists of Janessa
Soloman. Kristen Phillip.. Katie
Barrell, Cydney Clere and
Jacquelyn Price
Sophomore team members
are Haley Edwards. Brittnee
Diet,. Maegan tusk. Sarnia
O'Brien,. Chi:key McLeod.
fy
nrptrt-'
-- :7tarreffc
Soloman. Leanne
,
Luther and
Nisa Dunn. The Lady !Akers'
treshmen
class
include.
Sainantha Darnell. Kit)tlyll
Knight and Kelsey Newberry
Eighth graders on the team
are Allison Rogers. Taylor
Stallings and LeltiC Watson.
while twi) sixth graders
Jamie
Smith and Alex !Nance
round
out the roster
•Tte got J good group of
girls." Palmer said "I think

Lady Lakers Schedule
Aug b at COminuruty L.nikalkio b pm
Aug 7 CARLISLE COUNTY
6p m
Aug 14 MARSHALL COUNTS, 6 p m
Aug 21 at F talon County
6p m
Aug 23 MURRAY
6p m
Aug 27 COIAMUNI TV CHRISTIAN 6 pm
Sop 4 at Christian Folkeship 6 pm
Sep 6 ai Livingston Contra/
6p m
Sep 13 at Murray
.6 p m
Sap 18 CHRIS TIAN FE LL OWSHIP6 p m
Sop 20 FLA TON WY
6p m
Sep 24 at Marshall County
6p m
Sep 25 FUL TON COUNTY
6p m
Sap 27 at Hear)
6p m
Oct I GRAVES COUNTY
6 p in
t2 at F Leon City
6p m
004 PADUCAH TILGHMAN 6 p m
Genes in All CAPS am home games
schedule courtesy ot KHSAA org

ws're going to stall out learning
a loci:tat dm group nEgirts rt
hard-working hunch. They're
probably the hardest working
bunch Esc had %MCC I've been
at (*alloway.
-I expect great things from
them They're going to have a
lot to osereollit. They've got a
46 of mexpenence. They te lost
a IAA of height. so they have
some things to overcome , But I
think if they work hard enough.
they could at least meet that
record we had last year"

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY •753-3415

Sn

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

TOP OF THE UNE: Three Calloway County High School
cheerleaders were named UCA All-Stars during the squad's
recent trip to the Universal Cheerleading Association
camp
at Western Kentucky University. The cheerleaders selected
for the honor include (from left) Courtney Futrell. Kaytlin
Young and Kaitlyn McCoil.

NL ROUNDUP

Wild pitch points
Cubs to first place
By The Associated Press
The Chicago Cubs are going
places. Barry Bonds is not.
Matt Murton raced home on a
bases-loaded wild pitch in the
ninth inning Wednesday night at
Wngley Field. sending the Cubs
to a 5_4 victory titer
the
- Philadelphia' Phillies.-aratio the:
top (il the NL Central,
The Cubs, who were 8 112
games behind on June 23. finally overcame the Brewers.
Chicago's win, coupled with the
Mets' 8-5 win at Milwaukee,
puts the Cubs a percentage point
ahead of the Brewers
"You can't make too much
out (il it on the first of August."
Cubs manager Lou Piniella said.
"We'se got a lot of baseball to
play. We can't get caught up in
It-'.
Bonds, for once, seems to be

•Kragthorpe
From Page 18
Sly lit c year 111411 had to go to
.1 nuee•year plan You ever
walked into a football stadium
who): they don't play football'
It • all elate teeling I didn't
want that to happen at 1RIIISal
It didn't
The Golden
Illutrisane - who were a COM
billed 2-21 in the two years
before Kragthorpe•s arrital -went 29 21 in his lour seasons
and won the Conference USA
title .uid the Liberty Bowl in
2005 Hut Kragthorpe hardly
onside,s hi ntelf J Miracle
worker lie credits much
I til•a's •tlit e•• It) a onto
L !hinge in Amuck at a •khtai11
that had long played in the shad.,w.
ot
liklahoina
and
illationia State
• I think the biggest thing I
tried to instill there was confidence " he said
GARRY JONES AP
He won't hate the same
Steve Kragthorpe talks about his 2007 Cardinals and the nvalproblem% at I ouistille Petrillo
mi acted the('Animals ifttii tine ot ry matchup with Kentucky on Sept 15 dunng a luncheon and
charity golf outing at the Cardinal Club Golf Course in
the nation honest programs
devising eiplosite gaineplans Simpsonville last Ttwrsday
that lit up the w orehoard at Papa threw
tour
intetceptions
contract includes J S2 million
John's Stadium. the Cardinals Afterward KrAgthor
pc said "this buyout. a rider Kragthorpe sugand their tans
expect the thing on i orchestrated for this
gested as a sign of loyalty to
team to v,ore A lot
offense to have mace.t like it Louisville athletic director
Tom
Though he's spent almost his has in the past
hinsit, a friend -of Kragthorpe
entire playing And coaching
Asked about those remark. since the two were at NOrthefT1
career on the offensite side of Again, and
he simply says he
Al1/011J in the early 1990s
thc hall, the only time wit Ming
to create a conipeti
-I hope this is my last ioh and
Kragthorpc demurs is when ove atmosphe
re by hating the I %ant it to be my last pitt.- heasked ii he thinks Loui•t ille 's first-team oftense
go against the said ';But I'm going to have to
ottcnse an t. tatting' to tew.ote first -team defense
and "could do sonic things to make it my
the school record hook, saying not hate written
a better script
last Joh, hut I don't %lea this as
only that -our goal Is to %Jae
It's a script that's still lust a a last tot+ where I'm pot going
to
one more point than the other fee paragraphs
into the first .ome in,tnd put it on cruise
team
hApter of what Kragthorpe trot and head oft into the
sunset.
Maybe. but there were Illtit- hopes will he a
king Nail,
1 know I'm going to hate to he a
Intif• in the crowd following
Kragthorpe signed J use-sear heck of a coach to stay at
this
lout...ilk's Annual Red ?ohne
*41 iii Jaillllat") that will pa him
poigram and stay an place louis
spring scrimmage when Brolim about SI I
111Ill1011 a scat the
long a% I want to

•Cardinals
From Page 18
apart at lir he wilted the too ono hatters as 1- tellth
sAnshei. Adam I akos he And Jason Has singled in
st

ce•oori to MAC it I -ti

Paulin', booed upon tieing introduced because
ot his two tickling mitpray• that helped St Lawns
to a 6-4 vwtor) Tuesday. followed with a drive

into a

gr-,7

State A.A.

walk v.at to put the Pirates up 5.4)
•larn was the tirsl of his career and
PutsburFh s first this season
-That was hard, that s the first tom in ins
career that's happened to me." Paulin() said of the
booed "But they pay to see a good show And they
can do whatever they feel like "
lett tmId

Palllint,'• grand

INSURANC
vaikibte Anywhere in City or County'

American League Standings
AN Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
65 428.07
—
New York
58 49 542
7
Toronto
53 54 495
12
BdnITOte
47214
12
50 56
TaMin1 bay
41 66 383
24
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Detroit
61 46 570
—
Cieveland
60 47 561
1
Minnesota
55 52 514
6
Chicago
48 59 449
13
Kansas City
48 59 449
13
West Division
W
L PM G13
Los Angeies
82 44 585
—
Seattle
59 47 557
3
Oakland
51 57 472
12
Texas
48 59 44914 12

Wiscinemdey's Games
Tampa Bay 6 Toronto 2
Oakland 3 Detroit 2
Boston 5 Baltio-vve 4
Texas 9 Cie.-eland 6 10 innings
N Y Yankees 8 Chicago White Sox 1
Kansas City 5. Minnesota 3 10 innings
Seattle 8. L A Angie. 7 12 innings
Thursday's Games
Kansas City at Minnesota 1 10 p m .
PIA
Texas IWnght 3.3 or Gabbard 4-0) at
Cleveland (Westbrook 1-61, 11 OS m
BalUrnote (Guthne 7-3) at Boston
(Wakefield 12-9) 12 05 p m
Chicago While Sox (Garland 8-7) at
NY Yankees (Clemens 3-5), 1206
m
L A Angels (Saunders 4-0i at Oakland
(Gaudin 6-6) 9 OS P m
Fridays(ems'
game GeV_ (Nunez I -0) at NY
Yankees(Wang 12-51. 6 05 p m
Chicago While SOX (Elsiehrle 8-6- at
Detroit (Meer 5-31. 6 05 p m
Texas (Millwood 7-9) at Toronto
refalladay 11-51. 607 it m
Baltimore (Burres 5-4) at Tampa Bay
I shields 8-61. 6 10 p m
Cleveland (Sadie's.' 13-6) at Minnesota
(Garza ¶-2) 7 10 p m
Boston (Lester 1-0) at Seattle Ramirez
6-3) 9 05 p m
LA Angels )Moseley 4-11 at Oakland
1113iNardo 5-6) 9 05 P m

caught up in the pursuit of a
milestone.
The Giants slugger went 0for-3 with an intentional walk in
San Francisco's 6-4 loss at Los
Angeles, leaving him stuck for
another frustrating night on 754
home runs.
Since moving within one of
Hank Aaron's -record Friday
night in San Francisco. Bonds is
1 -for-12 with eight walks. His
.186 average in July was his
lowest in a month since April
1991. according to the Elias
Spans Bureau. That includes
months in which he had at least
15 at-hats.
"I think without question he's
not teeing as many strikes, and
they're being very careful."
Giants manager Bruce Btx:hy
said. "He's not getting a Mt to
hit right now
In other ML games. it was
Antona 9, San Diego 5 in II
innings. Atlanta 12, Houston 3;
Florida
4, Colorado
3;
Pittsburgh IS, St. Louis 1; and
Washington Cincintiktl?.
" \T Rf1UNDUP
-lhe Phalle% rallied from
three runs down to tie Chicago
iti the fifth, and the score held
until the ninth.
Murton started the inning
with a double and went to third
on Brett Myers' wild pitch. After
Ronny C'ederio walked, Myers
11-11 also walked LitAttle Jones
intentionally to load the bases
Loon Kendall struck out. hut
with a 1-I count on pinch-hitter
Cliff Floyd. Myers unleashed
another wild pitch that gave the
Cubs the win.
"You can write I stink if you
want." Myers said. "I.feel like
MINNEAPOLIS (AN —
that was my hest pitch to get
Cliff out right there lie didn't Although the Minnesota Twins
swing at it and it got past Carlos went ahead with their game
(Ruiz). ... Nine times out of 10 about An hour after a bridge colCarlos blocks that ball It was a lapsed near the Metrodome,
freaky game from the beginning their thoughts were elsewhere.
"I called my wile and called
tonight."
Ryan Dempster (2-31 got out home to make sure they were
of a hates-loaded jam in the OK and then it kind of hit
home." Twins reliever and
ninth to earn the win.
Minnesota native Pat Neshek
said. "We've all been on that
road. It hunt seeing that. I have
a lot of fnends here — everyone
does. Baseball was the last thing
offmy mind."
After a moment of silence to
honor tictims of the collapse of
the Interstate 35W: herdic. the
Kansas (.'ity Royals defeated
Minnesota-5-3
innings.
Twins Officials decided to
play Wednesday night's game
After contemng with department
of public safety officials. It was
decided that sending 2008)25,000 people back into traffic
could hinder rescue efforts.
However, the series finale on
Thursday was postponed and the
Twins' weekend series could
also he affected
NAM HUH AP
"It is a difficult situation, but
Chicago's Matt Murton, cenit was the nght thing to do to
ter celebrates with his teamplay." Twins president Dave St.
mates after the Cubs beat the Peter said 'Tomorr
ow is a difPhillies 5-4 Wednesday in ferent story Not playing tomorChicago Murton scored in row is also a matter of traffic
control. We are respectful of the
the ninth on a wild pitch

National Usiegue Standings
AN Iltatis COT
East Division
W L Pct oe
New York
-60 47 561
Atlanta
57 51 528 3 1/2
Philadelphia
56 51 523
4 -I
Flonda
50 58 46310 1/2
Washington
47 60 439
13
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chicago
57 49 538
Mileaukee
58 50 537
—
St Louis
50 54 481
6
Houston
46 61 43011 1/2
Cincinnati
45 63 417
13
Pitlfibtagh
43 62 41013 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Anions
60 49 550
—
Los Angeles
58 495421
San Diego
56 50 528 2 1/2
Colorado
54 52.509 4_1/2_
San FtanCiaCO
46 59 438
12
—
Wednesday's Games
Florida 4. Colorado 3
Pittsburgh 15 Si Louis 1
Washington 7, Cincinnati 2
Atlanta 12, Houston 3
N Y Meta 6, Milwaukee 5
Chicago Cubs 5, Philadelphia 4
Minna 9. San Dana 5, 11 innings
LA Dodgers 6 San Francisco 4
Thursday'. Games
St Louis (Reyes 1-10. at Pittsburgh
(Youman 2-3) 1135 a )is
N.Y Mets (Lawrence 0-0) at Milwaukee •,•
(Capuano 5-7) 1 05 p m
PhiladelPhe (Lolls. 6-12) at Chicago •
Cubs tlitarshalt 5-4), 1 20 p m
Anzona (Pent 2-2) at San Diego 1Peavy
10-5) 2 35 p m
Colorado (Hirsh 4-7) at Florida (Vanden
Hurk 3-2). 605 p m
Cincinnati (Dumatrait 0-01 at
Washington (Bacs* 4-6) 605 pm
Houston(W Williams 5-12i at Atlanta
(Reyes 0-1). 6 35 p m
San Francisco (Zito 7-10i at LA
Dodgers 1Tomko 2-81 9 10 P m
Friday's Games
N Y Mets(0 Hernandez 7-4) at
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 14-7) 1 20
pm
Houston (Oswalt 10-61 at Florida (Weis
710, 6 05 p m
Cincinnati (Belisle 5-8) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 7-91 6 05 p m
St Louis (K Wells 4-13) at Washington
(Redding 1-2) 605 p m
Colorado (Francis 11-5) at Atlanta
(Smottz 10-5) 6 35 p m
Philadelphia (Kendrick 5-1) at
Milwaukee (Gallardo 3-1) 7 05 p m
San Francisco (Cain 3-12) at San
Diego (Maddux 7-8), 9 05 p m
Anzona (Davis 7-10) at LA Dodgers •
(Billingsley 7-1) 940 pm

Twins, Royals play
after bridge collapse
GoRDON

LIFTS
ROYALS TO
5-3 WIN IN 10

Auto • Home'• Business* • Long Term Care
Farm* • Life • IRA • BlueCross BlueShield

75344703
kfbmurray.com

situation and for the lives lost...The Twins also postponod.
Thursday's groundbreaking ce?-:
emony for the team's new stadium, which will be located down.
,
town.
"I just tned to focus on the
game and turn the switch on,"
Twins starter Boot Bonser said:
"I had to almost take the minds
off of thinking about that."
Minnesota manager Ron
Gardenhire drove over the
bndge to the Metrodome every
day, including hours before the
collapse.
"Obviously, a baseball game
is kind of secondary around
here." he said.•

IP WSILS9191Y1

Lindy hits,
MOS WW1 FOXICI torcy
IC IC., o^ Mk/ 10/ IIROOPC•
C(WOO is

IV, radio
TODAY
EXTREME SPORTS
a p.m
ESPN — X Games at Los Angeles .
12 p.m,
ESPN2 -- X Games at Los Ancostott
(*skived tape)
GOLF
1 p.m,
TGC — PGA Tito-WGC Brelgeslone
InstallOnal rim round at Akron ONO
5:30 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour Reno- Tahoe Open.
first round at Reno Nov (same-day
lapel
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 10 9.1n
INGN — Rtetiedeipre al Chicago Cubs
6:30 ;Lai
TOO — Houston at Athena
SOCCER
6 p.m.
E$P162 — IALS Kansas City at New
EMINNT

Slurray Ledger & Times
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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DVERTISIN

STEN

Meg Warded

150

Articles
For Saki

FULL TIME NURSE'S AIDE

‘1,141S

Prefer CNA or CMA but will train if you
enjoy working with the elderly. Good

VIDNIER

working conditions. Pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern Terrace,
1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

1,(
I II \I'll 1;.,
t 111\11' —!! !I
til

1505 Diuguid Drive
'clot tal Hislory &
Family History
Boo'.
759-49.3b
753-2350

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12M,
Murray.

Fleetwood Homes,

a

leader

in
the
Manufacturing Housing
Industry is seeking a

060

Hob Wailed
KINDERMUSIK
Registration/Demo
Class will be held
Saturday, August 4
10 00AM
at
the
Calloway
County
Public Lrbrary Meeting
room Kindermusik is a
music and movement
class with a developmentally appropriate
curriculum that focuses on the total growth
for the developing child
for newborn to age 5
years
old
Please
call Linda Stalls 7533763 or 759-9015 for
more information
Lost and Found
Reward
Lost. Female Cairn
Terrier, light brovm with
a touch of Black. Hazel
area on 7128/07. She
is very friendly and
loves people. If you
have seen her or know
where she is Please
car.
(270)705-4045
(270)705-0704
(270)753-9925
060
Nip MEMO
$100

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-4439004

he
ht

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positrons Certified Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton. KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currentty
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky Awry in
person at Brathaver of
Banton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
SOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
instructor
eANCE
needed
leach
to
Thriller dance Cal Sue
at 761-3737

Now luring Day.
Night & Managers
Apply in person at
Wendy's. Holding
°Pen trignie"
-Wednesday, August 8
from 2PM-4PM.
HVAC
Licensed
HVAC
Jburneymen.
sheet
*nal mechanics 8
lows lochs needed
fp local business Pay
!Bleed on irsperisnos
Skid return* to PO
Op 1597 Murray, KY

0071

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full tail and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ENJOY Foster
Parenting, reward
yourself by making a
difference. Call
1-866-30-NECCO
EXPERIENCED grill
cook wanted. Days
only Must wort weekends Apply in person
before 2PM. No phone
calls. Hungry Bear
Restaurant.
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days•week.
S9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us nowt
1-888-974-JOBS or
www.18889741obs.corn
LOCAL CPA firm has
permanent part-time
position for person with
computer bookkeeping, payroll, and sales
tax
experience
Ouckbooks a plus
Reply to P0.Box
1040-W, Murray, KY
42071.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OFIGANIST needed at
St Peter Episcopal
Church, Gifbertsvolie
for liturgical music
Sundays for 10AM
service Contact Chns
at 270-748-5257
PART time position
available in medical
office 3-4 days per
week. No weekends
Please send resume
with references to PO
Box 463, Murray, KY
42071
Practical °wt.,/
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8, 2007
You will be trained on
Saturdays
for
11
weeks. allowing you to
keep your present Pb
while you gin skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, workends, and holidays off
For more information
and registration forms.
visit
website
our
'irony bohledental corn
Of call our office
Or Chutes Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limilsdl
PT custodin position
Flerrul
availebie.
hours. Make inquines
'trod resume: First
Presbyterian Church.
1801 Mein St. Murray.
KY 42071
270-753-6460
RN or LPN needed for
busy medical practice
Send resume lo P.O
Box 1040-X. Murray.
KY 42071

professional, goal-oriented, team
minded

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

individual to join our
sales team
Position

Interested applicants lutist apid 111,
!THUM' milt: inters jots so ID he
2ranled Ii, Illtallirled applicants

kt I Lit

restrilles are re% icued.
‘lisolutely no on-the-spot
into-stets% so ill he conducted.

so mow,:

/IA rix 1,42

supports local Account
Sales Managers with
quotes and order entry.
creates

marketing

reports, orders point of
sales materials, wntes
literature, creates inven-

Diploma. but

I". I.

I 11.1

MIMI

111 1 1..\ Cl

REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase Distnct Health Department is
seeking qualified applicants for a Local Health
Nurse I for the HANDS program. Duties
include, but not limited to, providing one one
one visits with first time new mothers and their
infants, teaching HANDS materials, and case
management This is a full-time, benefit position.

must have High

School

prefer a

Bachelor's or Associate
Degree. a high COTT11113ment for customer satis-

faction and accuracy.
excellent verbal/wnuen
communication

skills,

Education and experience: Bachelor's degree,
or an associate degree or a diploma in nursing
from an accredited college or university. Must
have a current Kentucky license
Salary based on education and experience with
the entry-level hourly wage as $14.07.
Possible increase an hourly wage first year.
Excellent fringe benefit package. Applications
may be secured at any area Purchase District
Health Center. Pre-employment screening
required. Transcripts and copies of RN license
MUST accompany applications and must be
received by the end of business on August 13,
2007. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

of software packages,
and the ability to manage

retailer and customer relations Position

offers competitive compensation and benefit
package based

fications

on quali-

To apply, send

of

Ky

Agri

The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking qualified applicants for a vacant Local
Health Nurse I position in Home Health. The
position as full-tune, with daily travel in the
Graves. Fulton and Hickman Counties.
Education and experience Bachelor's degree.
or art associate degree or a diploma in nursing
from an accredited college or university. Must
have a current Kentucky license
Salary based on education and experience with
the entry-level hourly wage as $1499.
Possible increase in hourly wage first year.
Excellent fringe benefit package. Applications
may be secured at any area Purchase Dtstrict
Health Center. Pm-employment screening
required. Transcripts and copies of RN license
MUST accompany applications and received
by the end of the business on August 13. 2007
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

THE Story of Calloway
County
1822-1976.
Published by Murray
Democrat Publishing
Company. Written by
Dorothy and Kerby
Jennings. (270)3002280,(270)360-1084

150

Randy

Boo 430.
Ky. 42025

Articles
For Sale

Benton.

WESTSIDE
Baptist
Church, 207 Robertson
Road.
Position
available.
Kingdom Kids Learning
Center Director.
Part time, up to 28
hrs/wk.
(Monday.
Tuesday, Thursday)
For qualifications or
more information, call
753-8240 or go by
church office Deadline
to apply: August 10,
2007

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

.2-WHEEL
trailer.
6'3x12
tin.
nice,
$585 00 .2-wheel trailer 5'x8' tilt, nice,
5500.00 .86 Motor
home, needs TLC.
40,000 actual miles,
24-ft.
$2E350
•4'x3"x10 till ramps
$400.00. 5-hp Bnggs &
Stratton out board
motor. .06 John Deere
23-hp, nice. •22-ton
wood-splitter,
8-hp.
gas. .King cutter 4
wheeler disc, like new.
•1811 heavy duty car
hauling trailer.
293-6044
753-9918
piece solid oak wall
unit $900. Gall for
details (270)767-2229

MOM COMPUTERS
A+

Certified Technician
Sennce repairs
759.3566

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 fuze 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FRESH Horne Grown
Vegetables Purple hull
peas.
shelled
it
unshelled. Must other
vegetables grown in
garden. Call James
Sills 227-2162
HEARTWORKS

Junk cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235

Will create custom
scrapbooks for $8 00 a
pegs plus cost of sop-.Also will Imit
baby blankets,
scarves, ponchos. and
other items to order
759-5531 Of 978-0747

the Square Murray

(270)753-1713
TWO Kenmore Heavy
Duty Super Capacity
stacked washer/dryer
units. 4 years Old
Good condition. $30(
each. 767-9740.
293-2544
Furnishings
QUEEN size mattress
- & foundation, 6 month!,
old, very nice, $300
293-0669

Eitramaa
16100 Yanmar tractor
364 hours. 5' Yanma
rotary tiller, 4' box
blade, 6' Rhino finish
mower. 270-753-7376
Sports Equipment
HUNTING nghts to 137
acres for lease to highest bidder. For location
of pnme deer & turkey
hunting, call 489-2662.
Bidding ends 8/15/07.

illa

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. 72 Sundance
753-1011

1993 Southern 2 BR 2
BA Riviera Courts #66.
(270)978-0723
1998 Clayton mobile
home, 38R. 28A, 200
amp, ex-cond., must be
moved. Kirksey, KY
$18,000.
270-293-7090
4-SALE by owner:
12x60 2BR IBA, 1999
Buchaneer, all appliances
included,
$8.000
Must
be
moved 121 Twin Oaks
Lane, Almo, KY
(731) 641-6444
GOVERNMENT

FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYYour
land or family land.
731-684-4926 Ends
August 15

gmi,pipa,down!

REDUCED! '97 28x70
36R 28A. Must sell
$29,500.
270-527-6604

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488
310
Stant To Cant
38R home in county
up to $350/mo Has
trained inside dog and
2 outside cats. need
ASAP. 492-6387

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.

1I3R near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9698

This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will he based on
experience.

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY 42071

WARD-ELKINS
in

wns4 For Si,

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
oscillator, water fall,
cover. retail $7300,
must
sell
$3,600
(573)300-1031

5

BUYING

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.

RETIREE looking to
buy or invest in smallmedium size business.
All replies are confidential. Respond to
P.O. Box 1040-R,
Murray,KY 42071.

Kuhens, Sales Manager.
PO

SELECTION

USED APPLIANCES

\kis

"53-551111

resume and salary history to Fleetwood Homes

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSE
HOME HEALTH

5,1 \ \I Its

candidate

computer literacy with
knowledge of a variety

HELP WANTED

Ill It! 5

LARGE

•Itcsi pus.s

Sales team in meeting
goals and objectives,

Nitirra, Ledger & Times
l'.0. Ito\ 1040-Z.
Marra). KV 42071

j

SPICIAI. RAW ONLY
".•
iesieice

35hr!
•.,
epatI rim

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.10

tory reports, and generates reports to assist

Qualified

\

.11
t %Its
•Peonitit 111i4 Iui.

and updates floor plan

tth ertising Sales Position

ii

\

--TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

t2t

;2.
Sales Coordinator

Murray, KY 42071

,

Wantiolkry

753-

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1BR, all appliances furnished.
University
Heights Subdivision.
No
pets
Deposit,
$325/month 753-4937
or 753-1951

WU ESTATE MIS
Enrolling
away Chamber
of Commerce
This Saturday Sam-ffam
(class in Paducah)
(270)223-07119
deloiseadamseyahoo.com
Kootinky Lake Nouse For Root
Iwo stiir. 3 bedroom. 2 bath house with to
lake from wall of window• userinoking the
main lake.
•
pletel% furnished with a
iris ale duck, gas fireplace. gas grill. Dish
Network. flat panel IA with In D and suer
d•
I. and Orin% of deck space.
turii/oh/c tic/lends. Realty or Monthly
Its it 2; flinnick fawn thimer

Call (270)436-5091
/ o, thiri Infarinaiiiin and . hada/gratify

1BR, various locations,
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
28R near MSU, C/H/A,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R 28A duplex, fireplace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
Duplex 2-BR, 1-Bath,
C/H/A, Appliances &
W/D furnished.
Lawn care included.
No pets. 1-year Lease
$425/month plus
deposit. 304-A South
6th.
615-907-4955
LARGE 1BR with
walk-in closets, located
on campus behind
Bradley Book
Company $300/mo.
(270)293-4602
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
21385340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1811 $325
2811 $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
Story Avenue duplexes. All appliances
Included. 767-9948
310

Houses For Rani
2BR 1.5BA, C/H/A
Garbage pick-up, wate
& appliances furnished
References, no pets,
lease.
$425
plus
deposit. 753-1059
2BR 1BA, $395 plus
deposit. 978-0742
38R house C/HiA,
washer/dryer, near university 1, 2BR apts.
753-1252, 753-0606
38R, 2 bath home on
lake with private dock
$800 month. 759-9046
436-5258
3811, LEI, den or 4th
bedroom, 1-1/2 bath,
utility room on 17th St
$700
month
plus
deposit. 492-6127 or
293-1155
BRAND new 38R 28A,
1,500 sq.ft. home in
country
subdivision.
Almo area. Large yard,
concrete drive. $750
per month. Contact
Angie at 293-8738
owner/realtor

Storage Renters

753-8221

NON-SMOKING IBR
unfurnished apt. water
paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1, 2 8. 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at blur-Cal Apis
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

110(;61-.SS
SELF-STOR 1GE
Better Place io Storefrom
Guard Armory
2711-759-5555
NI ‘‘ I NII's

Hwy 12IN. across

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 753
"- A
2g0A

NEON BEAC
MINI-5110RA
•All Size Un
Avail
•Now
Climate

753-3853

-QOM.

CLASSIFIEDS
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ESTATE AUCTION

HOME FOR SALE

Saturday, August 4, 2007•10 a.m.

OPEN HOUSE - Sat., 8/4•2111-4PAI & Sam., VS•2PM-4PM

1007 Poplar St.,
Murray

Al 1523 Lamina St.
I runt Murray. K1 take 641 South to Spring Creek Oaks to
!shard, follow tabard to 1523 Loaded or take South 16th St. to
I. miter-bury Drive to Tabard to London SL See auction signs.

Elegant Tudor Estate on large corner lot w/5 13R. 3 FP, 2 BA, French
doors, hardwood floors, eat-in
kitchen, sunburn, huge patio
Close to school and hospital
270-759-4520 or 227-5600

Dallas Reagan Estate
I lid gl,ss atxtf

pie safe

nice table & chaos nice reclinerIt.e old
- Odd chairs & tAbIC
DOM-411
11rtIc lamp lAbIC - nice glass top table
nice old clock hall MIRO('
reading & table lamps - cedar chest old iron bed - press hack chairs
- seccing machine - 4 pi. queen bedroom suite
sleeper rocker
jiesselry chest - 2 nice beds & chest no bedding) hilltop
desk straight hair - dr.1% Cr A hCs1 Itttlt r desk c half LP records
old irons skrub hoard single door Meal cbtiiet- V stand - metal
folding chairs - couch & end tables - stone jugs & butterrnold • rooster .00lie jar Whirlpool washer & dryer - chest freezer - Tupperware
• tahinet of trinkets - Depression glass- milkglass & what out items bluc truri Jars
shaker sets - candy dishes - Corningware - other old
glass & china - Creatise fine china - kerosene lantern collection ot
angel figunnes collection & signed beatk dog plates - quilt rack
nice clean quilts - lot of clean linens - old cheese box - mule pictures
- odd bed - dolls - lot of religious books - old hymn books - small
kitchen appliances -. pots & pans - Vestal cookbook - other old cookbooks - cast iron ware - nice old stirrup - kitchen utensils - stereo &
cassettes- metal lawn chairs- gas gnu - lawn tools - push mower Stepper 4 h.p. rear tine uller - lot of wrenches - open end wrenches flower worker - leaf blower - Martin house - Coleman store
Siiictilloiter units- dog canter- air tank •--and much mire ,41,1UIC‘

stflAll ssosst l'tf Cal illtd set

.Nor reapowsibk for accukats. Lunch

available.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn :1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn t Cost. It Pays

)Litkvoti-4Le0,
t Auction
The Late Herbert & Erna Henry Estate
Saturday August 11th, 20070 10:00 AM
Localkat 141 John Crain Circle, New Concord, KY. From Murray Take
121 South 13 1 Moles rum Lett Onto CypressTrat Go 1 6 Mies Tur tt"
DM° Kiev Trail Go 09 Miles Turn Left Onto Myrtle Road Go 02 Miles
. eft On John Crar Cacte Proceed 0 1 Mies To Auchon Sde Stirs Posted'

English ZOTintry Cottage
For sale by owner

604 S. 11th
Fri., 8/3 &
Sat., 8/4
7AM-3PM
el, in

MN

vi.k4oky.com

for

a virtual tour

3 New Houses for Sale
Many Extras Er
Below Market Value
with
many extras. Ready to move into
190 North Drive, $205,000

3BR 2BA,9' ceilings. Quality

3BR.85% finished, North

Villa,
unfinished upstairs, $210,000

4BR, 3.5BA plus bonus room. Man
extras with new sod and irrigation
Crossfield Subdivision. Excellent
community. Accessible. $275,000.

Call Jimmy Rickman
270-753-5344• 270-752-0313

THE CYPRESS SPRINGS COMMUNITY"

54‘144 Ware
Zemledlial
IUMNIMN9avuoissosaarnismay-sommetnriain
NEAL ESTATE. 1995 Fleetwood
r 75 Sree Wide Mobile Home Feetunng 2
Speoous Bedrooms,2 Fe Bets, Uwig Room, Keen Abundance 01 Cabinet
Space The Mobile Home Also Features Central Heel As And Comes Furvarlisd
eta Refrerrator.
& Denraishe Exterior Foam imiutte Both A Front And
BeetDeck And A Storage Arm Attached To Thelliock OfThe Mooile Horne Home
Hos At Own Wee it Septic And IS Located On Lot 371 Lot 386 In Unit 4 01 The
covinwood Direntkibmenl

FAIULOVS RECREATIONAL NONE SURROUNDED NV
PEACEFUL 5ETTINGS11 CLOSE TO $OAT RAMP ACCESS!f

.41LICTION HELD ON SITE!
Call Harris Real Estate & Auctlon Foe A Prgvalte Vletelog!
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: ainshanlawalasa,corn

•.A

30 Ow%
' It"el IN moo To The Feat lio Price Ara Included In The
Down Ce 01 Se Sic.ir

II it RBI*11,11(110VE
wv 1 and Mw.
Pre ht. vt,s1 AltAt IA wooer•
3/nis St HI 45 Norte •• MatIHild. HY 47065 *
[13
(7/0)74/ 3753 • 800 380 4318
VIM our Walises. ware harileassiloas.cum

BEST SALE IN
TOWN, DON'T
MISS THIS!

7:30-7

YARD SALE
303 Cindy Dr.
take 94E to
497, follow
signs
Fri & Sat
7am-?

bunk beds mountair
bike tnck bike Boss
Audio system junior
misses clothes
shoes games, toys
nome decor furniture

Tools
electronics
household
chnstmas
misc items

1320 Main
Fri. & Sat.

YARD SALE
SATURDAY
AUGUST 4
7 30am-1:30pm
139 METCALF
LANE. ALMO

YARD SALE

Lamps
Antiques
Housenoid. Boy t.
and eduit Clothing
Lots of toys,
Books LOTS MORE

lift chair, chest
freezer, pictures.
kitchen stuff. kids'
clothes, 2
microwaves
Cheap'

318 Irvan
Thurs. & Fri.
7AM-2PM

[
11111111
;
lit Se•

J& I. RENTA
MINI-STORAGE
ISOM renting
Located ai '21)S Adi St

270-436-54%
270-2934906
PREMIER
IMNISTORAGE
entire carrell control
storage
•SOCur1ty 11160710C1
•541t111 & man
•W• sae boxes'
We rent U Hauls
753-9600

REGISTERED Grea
Dane puppies 1 main
I female parents
prouniflOs
$501 ,
1270)759-1771
DOG 5oarta
—Te7i12
deity. sato, comfortable
environment. woes
480-2741
puppets
AxC CKC dew Darn
removed
shots
wormed.
male
',mate. $300 1350
PO-251-0310 elle TI
Mi

H
BUILDING tor rent
S1.80tatno great ine.a
son on 121n st 2937570

BLACK Angus but 3
yen old 227.1251
•fti
latel

YARD
SALE

MOVING
SALE

1167 St. Rt.
121N, red brick
house next to

Cemetery Road,
off 94E

Calloway
County School
Bus Garage
Aug. 3 & 4

a Suppler
ARC Reesterticl Sre
TZU puppies 3 mese
Odle vie brown meal

Ines. $300 7334619
ear 4PM
0661fs
—i
ei
-211511

YARD SALE

VAPID SALE
ISO Downing Rd
Kirkaay To
Kirlisey on 2911.
leet on 444
(Backustsurg rci )
Go 4 mile*, right
oft Downing Rd.
FridayS Saturday
Sam both days
iiousenold items
Bass boat toil,.
he

10662 St.Rt
121 North.
Farmington. on
county Ilne of
Graves &
Calloway
Fri & Sat
7AM-2PM
citaliel and odds

{.11
"
7-1 I

& ands

Ted

BIG YARD SALE
730 Rob Mason Road
Ott 94W, turn on Rob Mason.
Fri. & Sat.• 7AM-7
No *arty sales
NArne brand boys & ctirts clothes from
elementary age to high 901001 age.
chelren toys. furniture. IICCOSSOROS.
Clothing starts at 25e Great bargain
prices' &Anything PitUST

go'

Fri • 4PM-6PM
Sat • 8AM-1PM

7 30-7

OF
-FiCE Or reel space
available. PTV* IMOholt 763 2905. 293
ter

25 Tidwell

YARD SALE
273 Pottertown,
take 94E to 280,
right. let house
on right.
Fri & Sat • 7AM-?
iothes meg-)
womer boys
tritons furniture,
toys knick knacks
Lots of other items

LARGE 3
PARTY
YARD SALE

BIG GARAGE
SALE

1210 Mein
Fri. & Sat.
7M11-5PM
Aleoe furniture ling

Klresey Hwy. 2nd
road on right
278 Indian Trail
SM.• 7A81.7
Rain or Shine

caw. tussled
sans snow A#C
dee anal *nem
ior clothes, vied cRipper TOO much
•

From Stella to

beck mattresses, sop
pan. Ciatente,
'keels sok set &
mei

GARAGE SALE
1405 Tabard Drive
Thursday & Friday
August 2, and August 3.
7am-11am
Toys, kids clothing 0-51. adult size
64x, household items, some
furniture, craft items. ?every. picture
frames, ongine1 art work. an books

some antiques

YARD SALE
401 N. 5th,
corner of
5th & Pine
Sat., 514
8AM-3PM
boys & women s
clothes mac
items knock
knacks Everything
priced to go'

GARAGE,
BARN &
ATTIC SALE
501 Neale Trail
oft 121 South
Thurs., Fri., & Set
7AM-2PM
lures* housewares.
toys goN baseball
cards. antique. °die:eke. & nano

SCHOOL
SHOPPING??
YARD SALE
502 N. 6th
Fri. & Sat.
7A111-12PM
boys/rive, gesitedies
rens brand clothe I
Vest hOulehold

Playstason
(mint condition)
MICIOW111111, sarsring

pod

YARD
SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Ream over i malion
readers weft one call'
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-882t for
more refonnabon about
;Mang a 25-word etasstied in 70 retypepees for only $250
BUSINESS
SERVICES

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

2 BMW.2 BATH

MOBILE HOME
Saimaa A. Oka

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

dresser, day bed,
clothes, dishes.
knick-knacks

TWO PARTY
YARD SALE
Corner of 16th
St. & 121 Bypass
Saturday
7AM-3PM
hunting equipment
books kitchen supplies, coffee table.
end tables. TV
stand. VCRs &
much, much more

INSIDE/OUTSIDE

YARD SALE
formerly Bob's
Corner Store,
New Concord
Th., Fri..& Sat.
10AM-7
1999 Nissan Maxima
SE 2 SeaDoo petskis,trailer tools
kids' Noah s Ark bed
very good clothes

All Real Estate advertised in the newscape
S subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended which makes it dieoat to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race cob( religion,
sex, Of national origin
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
all
that
dwellings acNertisect r.
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'
WANT
to
Buy
Cornmercialimedicat
building Prefer contract for deed 618-5311141

111
‘st

•
Vocation.
'findilititi
It aino plop•ttIA II'-, tont

2-11 -G1-1111 1

LOTS for sea South
west neighborhood xi
city knits Readenbel
lot on quiet cut-de-sec
King Drive $21,000
090 753-9776.
270-978-7291

11111
Amp
1 to 295 acres Wel
Calloway Owner
financing 489-2116,
leave meows
16 acres on
Beokusburg Rood,
Ksirsey 189-2994
(270)8314419
25.5 acres.
S2.000/acre Mitchel
Slory Rd 293-1437

111111LPsrei
OWNER
FINANCING***
405 S 5th St 38R
IBA. $3,000 down,
$450 month 753-2222
1525 College Fenn.
30R 29A (remodeled).
%Ally ise tie floors
Formal cies hardwood floors. new roof.
new eines door, new
pa. logs CAVA, 3
years old
Ovinelleitor
8114,900
(2701293-1400
8 miles from MSU 2 or
3 bedrooms. 25A,
beeement 970-2182,
554-0367

it

-Attention
Homeowners Wanted
Display Homes wanted
for vinyl siding, windows, roofs, baths
Guaranteed Financing'
No payments until
January 2008 Starting
at $99 month. Call800-251-0843
-Bankruptcy $150,
Dft/OrCAt $150 Fast
easy filing Start $O
Down Free information, call 1-888-7890198 or on the Internet
v•vm.teissybankruptcydrvorce.com
FOR

SALE

Sawmills from only
$2990 Convert your
Logs to Valuable
Lumber- with your own
Norwood portable
band sawmill' Log
skiciders also available
yew* nonvoodinclustries corn FREE
Information 1-800576-1363 ext-500-A
HELP WANTED
•A cool Travel Jot:0'
Now hinng 18-24
Guys/ Gals to work
and travel entire USA.
Paid training
Transportation and
lodging furnished. Can
today. Start today 1877-646-5050,
-COLONIAL SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE
seeking licensed Lite
Health Sales
Managers to market
voluntary employee
benefit programs to
employers First year
potential 60K and up
Call Katie Bertrand
502-339-2551x232 or
email KY Ocoionialcareers corn
'Guyed Geis. Cool Job
with cool business
group' Get paid to travel Me USA $4004800
a week after training.
Call ACE Inc 1-800950-4042 Return guarantee
-Pan-time. homebased Internet business Earn $500$1000/ month or more
Flexible hours. Training
provided. No investment required. FREE
details. virvnv.k348.corn
-Seeiung bet Families
for exchange students
Has own insurance
and spending money
Promotes World
Peace' American
intercuttural Student
Exchange 1 -800-SIBLING (1-800-742-54641
*we &MO COT
*Sunnier University
(Lexington) Invites
applicabon• for VI
time and adiuncl faculty in the Accounting &
Computer Science program. Morimurn
raquirernare
Master's degree 18
credit hours in the domino and rotated
experience Terminal
degree and previous
leaching experience
preferred. Submit CV
arid cover fee to
cdmooredisullNanelo
or Human Resources.
2355 Harrodsburg Rd
Lexington. KY 40504
EOE
'TRAVEL THE USA
FOR PAY! Lies your
pick up Irue to deliver
'new' RV's nationwide
Meacham.* tool Get
peed to lee the country
wwwhortzontreneporic
am

111117111UCTIONAL
•Allend Coleus °nine
Porn home Medical,
buernees. paralegal.

computers, creme
rustle. Job plecement
sessenos Finance
ard and computer pr
sided if dueled. Cat
666416&2121.
mew OrillnaTklarearT
ech.00m
Can `feu Dig Itr
Heavy itateren1
School )wik training
program Beckham*
Bulldozers Treckhoes
Local rob placement

Start dogging dirt now.
Cell 866-362-6497 or
888-707-6886

•

+WS'Playing In Use
dirt? Why not get paid
for a. Arnencan Heavy
Equipment Training
can train you in aist 1-4
weeks. Stan Now! 1E168-280-5836
ewe arnhet.corn
MEDICAL
•Absolutety No cost to
you!' Al Brand New
Power Wheelchairs
hospital beds arid
scooters Immediate
delivery Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to
qualify
•N•ra Power
Wheelchairs, Scooters,
Absolutely NO cost to
you! Act NOW before
program ends! Call
TOLL FREE 1-800354-2066.
MORTGAGES/HOME
LOANS
'I'm looking for 5 first
time home boYert to
take advantage of
Government Insured
Home Loans VA, FHA
Rural Housing &
Kentucky Housing
Call Barry at 859-3336980 or Paul at 859536-5403
ProMortgages. LLC
Equal Housing Lender
REAL ESTATE
•Lake Bargains'
Lakefront & Dock
574.900 1+ Acre Lake
Access $34.900 with
FREE Boat
Slips!Wooded property
on spectacular 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake'
Excellent financing
Call for weekly specials
1-800-704-3154
eat 1389 KY Land
Partners, LLC
'LAKE PROPERTY
FROM $9,900 One
Day Only- Saturday,
August 18th. Parcels
ranging up to 51 are
Perked and surveyed
Excellent financing
available. Call owner
888-289-2391
4•4i0- Summer Sale'
Docket*, Lakefront
NOW $59,900 SAVE
$20,000. Lake Access
with FREE Boat Slips
NOW $19,900 SAVE
$10,000. 1 Day- Aug
11th Only! Gorgeous
private lake Wooded
Park-iike selling Easy
access 1-40 Gated
take community sv/
paved rds, obis, more
Excellent financing
Call now 1-888-7925253 i1378
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
'Gun Show. Aug 4-5
Sat 9-5 & Sun 9-4.
Hoplunsville. KY
Western Kentucky.
State Fairgrounds Buy.
Sell Trade Info
563)927-8176
TRAVEL
•Deson Fort Walton
Beach, South Walton &
Pon St Joe. Florida
Stay in beautiful beach
homes, cottages and
condos Visit website
BOSOM& on-line'
*ANN SouthernResorts
corn 800-737-2322
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
-el Truck Driving
School Training for
Swrn. Werner &
Others Dedicated/
Regional/ Local
Approz $85Cliwk
Horne weeldyl Open 7
Cleo/ vie 1-800-8630171
•SSClass-A DrNers$$
Termites in Clarksville
TN, Georgetown and
Owensboro KY areas
Flatbed and van
IreiglYt. planned
reeds. Excellent pay,
benefits and homeems Cal 866-4177367
-Company. Owner Ops,
Leese Deters
Pallor* eveileblei
Must eve Ctese-A
COL WM at lee one
yeer OTP searlence
Cal ALIA Canes. inc
270-1163-00112
•Orter Dom Fuel start
your carer scan it
right/ Company
Sponsored CCX trap
rig in 3 vises Must
be 21 Hese COLT
Teton reimbursement'
cRSt 1158-400-2778

•Orrver- KNIGHT
TRANSPORTATIONWent pod ton•grit? Go
with )(right! Derry Pay,
weekly home time; 3
raises the lit year.
Medical/ Vision/ Dents].
401K) Stock Options.
Call Joyce, 1388-3464639_ Amos OTR
experience required
Owner ops. 800-437
5907. mvw.iulighttrans.corn
•Onver Owner
Operators ONLY.
Regional freight from
Louisville $1 22pm
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates
available. NOT forced
dispatch. Call Max at
T&T, 1-800-511-0082
'Driver Recent PAY
INCREASE 43 CP1.4 &
47 CPM Guaranteed
Hometinse. Company
Of Lease purchase
available BC/BS, CDL,
A and 6 months.
Experience Required
800-441-4271 ext. KY100
-Onvers- ACT NOW'
Sign-On Bonus 36 to
45cprni $1000+ wkly.
SO lease/ $1 20pm.
CDL-A +3 mos OTR
800-635-8669

j 1'
Ci
•
tu
8

•

t

•Dnvers Class-A CDL
Dnvers Needed Fix
local positions some
hazmat (2 yr recent
exp required) 502-4521098
*INV abdnvers corn
•Dnvers- East of 1-65
Company Up to .425
mile, 1 year T/T expenence & good MVR
required Owner
Operators 90t mile all
miles +FSC Home
Weekends, 1-800-9527345
eipestransport corn
.Onvers, New southeast regional run.
Plenty of freight and
great miles. Pay after
each tnp. Join a stable
company. Kentucky
866-594-5107
www.willisshawcom
•Dnvers Secure your
Future' Werner.
Transport America and
US Xpress are looking
for 75 Driver Trainees
immediately! Earn
$700+ weekly Reserve
your position today' 1866-244-3644

••

in
a
to
2
4
'F
4

A

a

0
t•
•
I:
f

•
•Dnvers- Up to 444 •
mile with 34 bonus.
Horne weekly. PEOCI orientation. SCRS insurance, low premiums.
Class-A COL required
866-804-2065
vnywtransportamenCa.COrn
•Go home this weekend' Run regional'
$ 45milel Home most
weekends' Run close
to home' Blue Cross/
Blue
401kt
Heartland Express 1800-441-4953
AWN heartiandexpress corn
•Owner/ Operators- '
Long Haul. Regional, • Dedicated. Practical
Mileage pay, No touch
freight, no Haziaat, No
East Coast. Fuel
Surcharge, Fuel
Discounts RWI
Transportation, 800669-6765
-Regional Flatbed
Drivers. NOW PAYING
$ 40/rnilsOl Earn
$50,000 PLUS 6%
Bonus! Home *very
weekend and 1-2 times
per week/I Great bee
fits including 401K1
mo. lit & Class-A COL-- •
reccd. Wabash Valley
Transportation, Inc.
600-2e-6305
wanv.wittonarirscom
•Trector Trailer Driver
Training School Now
Paling he part lane
instructora No have
5 yrs catse-A OrMng
experience. We ten
for cerilleillon. Fax
resume to 8084770631
•Truck Drivers CDL
training. Up to 620.000
bonus. Acceierste
your career es a sotdist Drive out Isrionarr
by keeping the Army
National Guard suet:tied 1 -800.00GUARD corn/in/di
FREE PAL LETS
L boding

DOcit et

Morn, Lodge.

Times
FI•si Como • Flrol ems
Mese No Phone Cale

•
•
•

Murray Ledger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

talhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
CommercialI Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

490
For Sals

Umpire

FSBO Gatesborough
tn-level 48R 38A, in
ground
Pool
$250.000 293-2418
I \I•11 I
\I I
Ill l I VI I It 1'

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

reati eprup.

Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
WO N.5TH STREET

753-3500

NI

USED TIRES

-160
For Salo

38R 28A charmer on
94W, 5 miles out.
Landscaped manufactured home with carport. Permanently set
on 7 acres with stock
pond and 2 outbuildings. Room for horses
and/or garden. Priced
to sell. Call for appointment. Day 227-1034 or
227-1033. evenings
435-4492
FSBO 1,900 gq h
4BR/2BA,
2
car
wrattached workshop,
Murray schools. Irving
(brim, family room
w/fireplace.
large
updated
kitchen,
fenced backyard 9781026

1997 Cadillac Devine
171,000 mules, $3,000
Call 759-1693
93 Ford Taurus, runs,
transmission leaks,
rear bumper wrecked,
a/c works $400.00.
759-4284
1993 Mercury Cougar.
46K miles, AC, CD
player, good condition,
$2,500 270-753-5983
1980 Jeep Wrangler,
1963 Chevrolet 4 door
hare top Impala 270492-8790

180
Ada Pala

1904 Gatesborough
dr. 4BR 3BA, 2.600
sq.ft., large deck, hot
tub, $160,000. 2938705

2000 Aiero 127,w
mdes, new toyo ares
cold au, very dependable $3,950 080
759-5410

CHARMING, spacious
Dutch Colonial home
on beautifully landscaped corner lot one
block from Murray High
School. 4 bedrooms. 3
baths. Living room/dining room combination
Eat-in kitchen. Large
recreation room. 2
unique decks. Recent
improvements include
replacement windows,
dual-fuel heat pump.
roof, shutters, lawn,
and intenor and ertenor painting. 1710
Magnolia Drive. Call
227-5414
38A 28A vinyl home
with metal roof in country. Kirksey area 1.800
sq.ft., hardwood floors.
$74,900 Call Angie at
The Lakes Real Estate
293-8738

Horoscope

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 7534606
Sport My %hides
2003 Ford Escape XLT
4dr, new tires, cold air,
all power excellent
condition,
25mpg,
87,000 m i ,
$8,500/080. 759-5848
2002 Envoy SLE.
Garage kept All power,
dual air, Michelins,
63,300 miles. KBB
retail price: $14,200
Must sell. $10,700
OBO. 293-8944
'02 Honda Passport
LX, 2wd, leather, sunroof. new tires, power
windows and locks,
cruise, tilt, 6-CD player, 109,000mi
$10,500. 293-5519/day
498-8950/evenings

Yens
1997 Olds Silhouette
Van extended, front &
rear air, loaded with
leather. $3,000. Call
after 6:00pm (731)7823405
500
Duds
BLACK 1998 Dodge
Ram 2 door extended,
$11,500 719-684-3718
2000 Chevy Silvered°
Z71. 138,000 miles,
extra sharp, $9,500
0130. 978-2226
1971
Ford
Truck
straight shift wioverdrive. 1974 Ford Truck,
runs good. 270-7537376

HI-LO pull behind
camper. Couch and
table/seats convert into
beds. Refrigerator, air,
heater, toilet, stove,
awning,
hydraulics.
$2.000 firm 293-7814

Thursday, August 2, Mtn • 5B
530
Swoon Oltenia

530

530
Sensess WPM

2005 Cougar have
trailer 2 slides. 2BR
sleeps 8. 3411 long
never been smoked in
nor animals inside
$20000080 270-7536174 Trailer located at
3335 St. Rt. 121S.,
Murray.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Knight
'
11
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work
att=i
1
Orer 40 years ex,.
A to B Moving Local
Saks & Instaltation
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
753-7728
270-705-4156
NADEAU'i
A-1 Joe's Mower
Construction
repair. pick-up, (fedi.
,
•F1ooring *Decks
I& & Motor*
ery. 436-2867
Vinyl siding •All
A-1 Stump Removal.
Home Improvements
BOAT, 3 motors, $350
Fully insured. 437(270)978-2111
753-6012
3044.
Licensed/Insured
AAA
HANDYMA
N
14FT. fishing boat, Dilly
CUSTOM 111,1101.1110
trader, 15HP Johnson All types of carpentry,
D-6 H. 12 ft blade
motor,
Motorguide additions, decks
cleanng, fence rows,
trolling motor, $825. Hauling, clean up junk
underbrushng, ponds,
Garage. yards
Call (270)759-3231
waterways
buildings
19 yrs experience
1998 Hams Classic Prompt dependable
Greg Rentroe
pontoon boat 24
Free estimates
*270493-0371*
Yamaha 115HP motor, 35 yrs experience
DAVID'S
Cleaning
excellent
condition, Anytime 753-9210
Service All external
fully loaded 753-9959
APPLIANC
E
REPAIR
cleaning. Vinyl, fences
759-4442 after 6PM
SERVICE 8 PARTS etc. (270)527-7176
(270) 293-8726 OR
DNJ HANDYMAN
fervessOffsied
759-5534
We do all the odd sobs
Chuck van Buren
you don't have time
for
L&M
•
ASPHA
LT
LAWN SERVICE
Painting, siding, roofs,
Nlitchell Bros.
decks.
Mowing, Manicuring
293-5438
& Landscaping
Paving
Satisfaction guaranteed
Oter 411 ear, esperierate
Call 753-1816
759-0501
or 227-0611

R

753-1537

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric'
Since 1986
24 Nowt somma
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
,Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pus ing.Sealcoating

& Hauling,
TONS' TRAVIS

270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, grave
white rock.
436-2113'
Dozer work & Track
hoe
HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1,500 sq
ft. Sidewalk included
Lic & Insured
(270)978-1772

FRE
E
;.101,411,

Scrap Apploancet - Old ellerng
Met al Storm Warder.,& Doers
Scrap Metal Mowers & tillers
rarmErrent Car Batteries

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cell 731-2345933
Attention
Tobacco Farmers
Irrigation servic
available

Call
(270)293-7109

JOE'S JOBS

WHITE
_53-4344 • 1.27-5644
IAMB Usti, ktPltISI
Lwerts
Local/Long Distancts
federal license,& Irp.urt,!
Free estimates
Locall% pissed:limited
866-400-I %MB 02621

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too smAlL
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

t.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal
stump grinding firewood Insured 4892639
HAIL'S WAS
M A \ AGEMENT
• weekly & spet.ial pk.kups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

SNOWS Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair. rebuild - reasonable prices. Call
731-642-6939.
654
Hobby Rd., Pans, TN
38242
WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe, dozer work,
backhoe & septic systems
For sale top soil, gravel
Will build you a home
to sun your needs
Lots for sale Landon
Hills Subdivision
270-210-3781 270559-2032

PURCHASE AREA
HYPNOSIS
Murray, KY
Hypnotist Dorothy K.
Slemrner is returning
to practice and teaching techniques tor
RELAXATIONREDUCING ANXIETYPOST TRAUMATIC
STRESS RELIEFAND THERAPEUTIC
IMAGERY
Age-regression a
speciality.
Call for an appointment
(270)436-5927

CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in poured
concrete basements
Licensed ttc Insured

519-2713
WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
•Deer and Turkey
•Custom planting
'Soil testing
.Liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
*Bedding area Design and Construction
"
•Wtidlite Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings
WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
1270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free Esher-rates

Check us out
on the Web!

by Jacqueline 8118f

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,
Aug. 3, 2007:
You might want to make some
vital changes in your life. Taking
action this year won't be tough;
choosing the nght action might
be more challenging. You'll come
out on top, knowing what needs
to happen. Proceed with this.
knowledge and understanding.
Do nothing halfway. Your creativity and charisma define the next
few months. Romance blooms
for single Lions. If you are
attached, you will add to your
domestic life with a new addition
-- a grandchild or perhaps a new
pet. You will be smiling a good
part of the time this year. ARIES
presents different views.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult

TS

Servo"
Calle

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Your fire heats up no
matter which area you focus on.
Though you might not have a
problem with this high energy,
others might fear being scalded_
Understand that they might be
iustified in their reaction. Give
others the benefit of the doubt.
Tonight: In the whirlwind of life.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Knowing your limits can be
helpful. Rather than saying no
and then no again, back off and
do what you must. Be somewhat
unavailable, whether this means
closing the door or screening
calls. You will be happier.
Promise. Tonight Vanish while
you can.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
lilt*** You have style and
energy Others respond by
cheering you on. Know when a
situation is a piece of cake, and
respond accordingly. Roll with
the moment liming is everything. Tonight: Say 'yes.'
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Take charge and be
ready to make a move You
might not always have the
answers, but more times than
not, you will Listen to feedback
with an ear to what someone
might be hesitant to express Be
more forthright and direct.
Tonight So many choices
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**a** You might want to try
something very different Listen
to feedback. You might suddenly
realize there is more to a story
than appears right away You
demonstrate flexibility and vision
Others adore your innovative
spirit Tonight In the whirlwind of
life
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Deal with others directly and youl gain You might not
have the control you would like,
but you have much more than
you realize Stop and claim your
peeve', using the mument to the
mfx Not everyone has what it
tales or what would make you
hippy Tonight Listen to your
at
e(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Laugh and relax in the

company of others. Though you
might not be as dominant as
you'd like, you are able to make
your
points
hit
home.
4: •
Opportunities weave into your
f
day. Review your decisions.
5
Tonight: Better to be two than
one. Better to be three than two!
SCCIRI810(0ct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might want to try
something very differently or get
to the bottom of a problem. Rest
assured, you don't have all the
answers. You also might not
want them either. Your smile is a
sure-bet winner. Tonight Relax
while you can.
fee
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You might want much
more than you think is possible.
Let go and relax. Know that you
have clout. Others respond to
your strength and innovative
ideas. Spontaneity will point to
the nght path. Tonight: Fun and
games.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Knowing what is about to
happen comes through experience. Sit back and digest others'
words and suggestions. You are
on top of your game. Your
instincts point you in a new direction, emphasizing your personal
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Tones
life. Tonight: In the whirlwind of STRIKE UP THE BAND: Calloway County
High School senior Janene Johnston, left, and sophomore Clint Gentry
rehearse
life.
on the marimba Tuesday with the Calloway County High School Lakers
Marching Band during summer band camp at the high
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Speak your mind and school. Gary Mullins, CCHS band director, said the unit is rehearsing an original show titled "Bent," written by
Murray State
listen to what might be suggest- University's John Fannin along with Kevin Sutter, the CCHS band's assistant director,
and Shane Smith. The band will presed. Your understanding takes a ent a free demonstration for the public on Friday at 5.15
p.m. at the CCHS band's practice field, Mullins said.
different route or creates new
possibilities. Evaluate actions
and words. If they are not connected with a key individual, you
might want to walk away.
Tonight: Enjoy the moment.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The awarding significant new conPISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
Russ Knocke, a DHS Congress in April. "You look at
***** You might want to Bush administration has shown tracts.
spokesman, responded that the the list of who these businesses
understand what needs to hap- little progress — and in some
In addition, the review found department has been working to are, and
you can eyeball them
pen. If your inner voice is telling cases
backtracked — on its the five agencies — Homeland fix errors but
could not immedi- and say. 'Is that really a small
you one thing, but another's
pledge to do a better job in Security, General Services ately say
how many. He said the business?' You have to do that.
actions betray another agenda or
Defense, committee had not provided its And if the heads of the agencies
plan. stop You will make good awarding contracts to small. Administration,
choices if you honor your Gulf Coast businesses for Veterans Affairs and Small information to the department are going to
be committed, that
Hurricane Katrina work, a con- Business Administration — had despite requests
instincts Tonight, Your treat
by DHS; the will make the difference."
gressional analysis shows,
claimed falsely that 259 con- committee said the data on
But since then. Homeland
BORN TODAY
The review of federal contracts tracts were awarded to small which it based
its analysis was Security has handed out 43 new
Actor Martin Sheen (1940), from five government agencies.
businesses when in fact they available publicly.
contracts worth nearly $12 mildOmestic mavenrMartha Stewart conducted
by the House Small went to large companies or inelFornaany weeks after the 2005 lion to large companies or ineli(1941), child actor Jay North
Business
Committe
e, is the lat- igible recipients. That created hurncane, small and local com(1951)
gible recipients. In contrast, it
•-••
est to document missteps in the the false, impression that more panies were shut
out of Katrina modified contracts to small Gulf
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the award of billions of dollars of than $95 million in contracts work in favor of large concerns Coast
companies, resulting in a
Internet at httpliwww.jacque- lucrative government work since was awarded to small compa- with extensive governme
nt and contract loss of $9 million in
linebtgar.corn.
the 2005 storm.
nies, when they actually went political ties. Following public Louisiana.
(c) 2007 by King Features
The findings were provided elsewhere.
criticism. Homeland Security's
In addition, 106 contracts
Sync/le-ate Inc.
Wednesday to The Associated
Overall, about 7.4 percent of Federal
Emergency worth $13 million were miscodPress in advance of a hearing by Katnna contracts so far have Management Agency pledged
to ed by DHS as going to small
the committee Thursday at gone to small businesses in rebid lour large trailer contracts
businesses, when in fact they
which officials from the five Louisiana. down from 12.5 per- and give the work to small comwere not. That's up from 61 conagencies were to testify about cent in April, according to the panies.
tracts found by the committee in
the contract awarding system.
committee.
FEMA ultimately rebid only April.
For BEST
The committee's review found
"'There is absolutely no excuse portions of the
work.
that small
businesses in for failing to use local compa- Government investigators later
RESULTS
Paul Schneider, DHS mktLouisiana had an overall netloss nies that are responsible for this found FEMA did not take adePlace your
secretary for management,
of $8.9 million in contracting region's recovery," said Rep. quate legal steps to ensure that acknowle
dged in April that
ad with us
dollars since April. when the Nydia Velazquez, D-N.Y., who the new companies were small
"there clearly has been errors in
Call 753-1916
agencies reaffirmed their com- chairs the House panel. "I can and locally operated. resulting in
coding" and pledged action to
mitment to give smaller compa- assure you that this committee a questionable contract award to
TIMIEN
fix
them.
Knocke
said
nies a share of the work. The will continue to hold the federal a large company with ties to the
Wednesday the department
loss was due in part to a decision government accountable for Republican Party.
believed that has been done, but
at the Homeland Security making sure this money is propcontended it couldn't fully
Department to modify several erly invested in the region."
"This is a priority," GSA address the committee's eonexisting agreements instead of
Administrator Lurita Doan told leents without its data.

Little progress made on Katrina contracts

we winnow.-••••••str-W•nwerrewerwee
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LookingBack
10 years ago
A ribbon cutting Lerernony was
held for the Murray Police Department • new subidarion. located
within the Murray Housing Authoi

ICOM of 7 l Kim Wilson was pitch
a for Murray
49 yeses ago
Murray Board of Education bas
approved a budget of $639,273
Its
for the coming school year
Published is a pisture of JohnJudy Kelso and Cathy Marna.
ny Bohannon. president of Murinembers of the Calloway Counray Rotary Club presenting Phil
ty High School Chapter-of Future
sparks with the Rotary InternaHomemakers of America, attendtional Residential Citation fur Out- ed the FHA leadership Training
standing Leadership during the
Course held at Hardinsburg
/Nis( sear
Nadine Downey and Earl Copus
Mr and Mrs John L Toscker
were married July 24 in Pans,
will he maned SO years Aug 9
Tenn
28 years ago
51 years ago
Published is a picture of LegeWith the possibility of oil still
ni• Milk,, one of many Murray
several hundred layers below,
IlleIL hams. getting ready for the
around the clock crews of the
annual City-Wide Sidewalk Sale, California 00 Company reported
working on • row of cowboy
on July 31. that they hit the depth
tX1114% Ill anticipation of the sale
of about 1650 feet on the Pearl
Miller aorks tor Jactory Discount Cherry Farm. located on Ky 121
Shoes. at 164h and Main Streets
North
The photo was fly Staff PhotogPublished is picture of Mary
rapher Desist luck
•
•
•.Nell Myers of Lynn Grove High
Binh, reported include a boy
School and Jimmy Thompson of
to Bonnie and Pat Adams and a
Murray Training School who were
buy to lionna and Danny Miller. crowned as queen and king of the
Ady 40
.
Calloway County Farm Bureau
30 years ago
• They Will compete for the disRalph Bagley of Winter Part. trict crown in October
/la . a teacher, lecturer, painter
60 years ago
and an critic, will hold a belles
First Baptist Church of Murof workshops this fall at the Murray will observe the thud AMU'o'er ray Art (mild
wry of Res Braxton B Sawyer
Ed t)ss is of Milrray, nuruster
as pastor on Aug 3
of MetConcord
c
fliurch of Oulu.
Mr and Mrs Ivan Caner were
is the peaker at a gospel meethosts for a Caner family reunion
ing at
II City Church of Christ
held on July 27
Murray Little league Team
Del-Rose Ice Cream Compawon 67-I over Sehree to win the
ny. located on North Fourth Street.
Madisonville I iffle League BaseMurray. advertises White House
ball lournament at Madisonville
Ice cream at 25 cents for a pint,
1)av id McMillen was pitcher for 90 cents for a half gallon and
Murray
SI 75 for a gallon The company
Murray I'ony league Baseball is owned and operated by John
learn -.nen ihe- Sectivoial ElasebaU_ Ed Scutt and John:Mennen Trottournament "set Paducah bv the ter

Todaylnillstory
by the Associated Press
'
,sirs is lbw-wily, Aug 2. the
:14th day of 2007 There are 151
lett in the sear
lislas 's Highlight in history
on Aug 2. 1776. members of
the Continental Congress began
attashing their signatures to the
Declaration of Independence
On this date
In 1790. the cnunsetation for
the first (ruled States census began.
the loud total was 4.929,214
In 1874. in•entia Andrew S
,1>

Eit

4

1_

ineaal~11,

-

Halbdie successfully tested a cable
car he had designed for the city
of Sari Francisco
In 1876. frontiersman "Wild
Bill- Hickok was shot and lulled
while playing poker at a saloon
in Deadwood. Dakota Territory
In 1927. four years after becoming president. Calvin Coolidge
issued a statement to reporters
"I do DOI choose to run for President in nineteen twenty-eight
In 1954, Gemian President Paul
son Hindenburg died, paving the

ESoo
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Murray Ledger & Times

Aging couple still at home
resents family's interference

Nasal polyps triggered
by allergies

DEAR ABBY: I am a 79agreed with my daughter, 1
DEAR DR. GOTT: PerDEAR DR. GOTT: Would
years-young woman living in
told them to stay out of OW
haps you would address a probyou please explain the meanmy own home with my 84business and let us run our
lem I have nasal polyps. They
ing of "short-term memory
year-old husband. 'Jack.' Jack
own lives. When my grandare so severe that the polyps loss"? Is this the beginning of
was an avid gardener who daughter said the family was
block off my nasal passages something more serious, such
enjoyed tending our large yard
only trying to plan ahead and
completely and have to be
as Alzheimer's? I have noticed
full of roses, fruit trees, and
prepare me for when I would
removed surgically with a high- that in recent months, my wife
a variety of flowers and vegbe alone, I yelled at her and
speed cuthas trouble remembering what
etables
(old her they didn't have the
ting
tool I told her several minutes
During the
right to force their opinions
with
sucbefore.
past
year, on me.
tion.
This
DEAR READER: Memohowever,
Recently my husband's dochas
been ry loss can be long-term (inabilJack's health
tor told him he can no longer
going on for ity to reall events over a long
has deteriodrive and he was given a walkabout
six
period, such as forgetting a
rated and he
er. We have not told our chilyears, and childhood injury) or short-term
can
no dren because we dread that
removal (failure to remember recent
longer
do
they'll force us to move, or
must
be events, usually two days or
Much
worse, force me to put Jack
done
- as fewer), dePending on what is
around our
in a home. I do not believe
often
as forgotten and when. Because
home.
this would be the best choice
every six to short-term loss can reflect temBy
I
have
at this time.
By Abigail
Dr Peter Gott 15 months. porary brain malfunction,
tried to take
We do not want to be a
Van Buren
There doesurge your wife to be examover some
burden on our children. I
n't appear to be any cure, just ined by your family doctor to
of the gardening, but haven't
believe I am able to take care
cutting them out when they
make sure she isn't suffering
the time or energy to keep it of my husband, my home and
become too large and block from a treatable disorder, such
up to Jack's standards. Othermy life without our children
my breathing. I have had aller- as niiNaltokes or a vitamin defjwise, I feel we're doing well. and grandchildren interfering.
gy testing done and nothing
cienty.
I stilt drive and keep house How can 1 get them to undermajor showed up. I hope you
DEAR DR. GOTT: I heard
and enjoy our great-grandchil- stand this without creating more
know more about this subject. a big woman talking die other
dren. I used to keep my home
bad feelings?
DEAR READER:The nasal day. She said a gene is what
to very strict standards, but in
I know they read your collining is particularly sensitive
makes people too fat. Is this
recent years have realized that
umn. Can you help them underto swelling from allergies. This true?
a few dust bunnies are not a stand that I have the nght to
swelling commonly manifests
DEAR READER: Some
crime.
continue to live in my home
itself as polyps — benign forms of morbid obesity are
Lately, my daughter, grandas long as I wish, and the
growths in the nostrils that genetic and do not respond
daughter and even our oldest choice to move should be mine
can interfere with breathing.
easily to diet and exercise.
great-granddaughter have been
-- not theirs? I'm sure many
I urge you to avoid surSuch patients usually have to
trying to push us into living
older people out there are going
gery- if possible. Try using a consider gastric bypass or other
closer to them. into a smallthrough what were going
nasal steroid spray (Nasacort invasive techniques. Being
er home with less yard and
through and could use your wise
and others) that will shrink
overweight can usually be overwhat they believe would be
and
valued
support.
-the swollen tissues and may come through prudent dieting
less work .for me. Unfortunate- '
GRACE' IN EAU CLAIRE,
help you avoid repeated sur- and regular exercise. I've
ly, this has led to harsh words
WIS.
gical procedures.
reviewed this topic at length
exchanged between my slaughDEAR "GRACE": I'm sure
To give related information, in my new "Dr. Gott's No
ter and mt.
many older people are expeI .am sending you a -copy of flottr-N9 „Sugar Diet." If you
When my granddaughter
riencing what you're going
my Health Report "Allergies." would like more information
through -- aild in the next few
Other readers who would like
about the
diet, including
decades there will be even
a copy should send a long. recipes, food lists and meal
more. That's why I'm going
self-addressed, stamped enve- planners, you can purchase the
way for Adolf Hitler's complete
to be direct with you. You are
lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO book at most bookstores or
takeover
•79-years-young," and your
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. online at www.amazon.com or
In 19 49. Albert Einstein signed
husband is 84 and failing.
Be sure to mention the title.
www.barnesandnoble.com.
a letter to President Roosevelt
There's an old saying, "You
urging creation of an atomic
can fool Mother Nature, but you
weapons research program.
can't fool Father Time."
In 1967, the crime and race
drama -In the Heat of the Night."
You may think you are able
South dealer.
overtook with the king, cashed the
starring Sidney Pottier and Rod
to keep up the house and the
North-South vulnerable
ace and continued with the jack
Steiger, opened in New York
property, but from your descripNORTH
Declarer trumped with the spade
In 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait,
•7 6 5
jack, but Jais, spurning the opportution, your ability to do so is
seizing control of the oil-rich emi•7
6
5
4
nity
to overrufT, discarded a club.
becoming less. It does not
rate (The Iraqis were later driv*A I 2
South naturally assumed West
automatically
mean
you
must
en out in Operation Desert Storm.i
4194 3
did not have the queen of spades. So,
make drastic changes in your
WF.ST
E A.S-T
after first cashing the ace of spades,
•Q 2
•9 8 3
lifestyle and place your hushe led a diamond to the ace, returtwd
Q
AK.19 3
asps& and finessed the tcn. This lost
band in a home However. it
*Q106 3
•9 8 7
to the lone queen, and his later won
DOES mean that it's time to
•10 8 7 6 5
•I 2
a diamond trick with the queen to
review your options.
SOUTH
defeat dse contract.
•A K 3104
While downsizing might
It is hard to fault declarer's line of
l02
play Of course, he could base made
have its advantages, you could
•K 5 4
the contract by taking a diamond
also consider finding someone
•AKQ
finesse at trick lice. hut from his
to help you with housekeepThe bidding.
viewpoint, assuming that Last had
South
West
North
ing and gardening a couple of
East
the queen of spades, a diamond fi•
I
Pass
I
•
I•
nesse could he fatal lithe jack lost to
times a month A home health1 40
the queen, another heart lead by Last
care professional could also
Opening lead
quern of hearts
was hound to defeat the contract.
help you care for your husThis deal feetures a magnificent
regardless of how the trumps were
band in the surroundings you
CICICTISIVC play by Pierre hits. welldivided
known trench expert The hand was
South would have go trump thc
both love.
played in Pans in a rubber-bndgc
fourth heart lead with the tat or four.
On the other hand, moving
game Jais was West. partnered with
and in either case the defense would
closer to your children could
Jean Hesse Declarer was Jacques
be sure to score a trump tnck sooner
provide you with a place that
Hlaijot
or later. The missing Q-9-8-3-2 of
Playing escape style I bidding the
spades would he more than declarer
would be easier to keep up shorter suit final, litainst opened one could cope with, nu matter how they
- and also give you extra
club North responded one diamond, were laid out
money to make your lives more
a weakness hid in the system, but
Had Jais overniffed the jack of
comfortable. Please try to keep
South nesertheless leaped to four
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